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SUMMARY 
The 2. '5 k W  Advan-ed Technology Ion Thruster program had a s  
i ts  goal the development ot a thruster module ~ t h  significantly improved 
pe~fa:mance characteristics. SpecZk goals for full power operation 
wcte reduction of discharge cham5er losses to 170 e ~ / ; o n  o r  less, 
improvement of propellant utilization to 95% o r  more, minimization of 
the divergence and doubly charged ion content of the extracted ion heam, 
and maintenance of stable control charactcristics. An accelerated 
optimization program was pursued through a cooperative effort of the 
personnel of NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) and Hugl-es Research 
Laboratories (HRL), and a thruster module was developed which very 
nearly meets these goals. In order to make these performance gains 
available to the thruster under development in the Low Voltage Thruster 
Program (NAS 3- 16528) with minimal impact on the conduct of that 
program, the activity under this program was restructured. As a 
result of this redirection, the activity under this program was con- 
ducted under three distinct tasks. Task I was directed to=-ard advancing 
the development of the basic thruster design specified for the Low 
Voltage Thruster Program. Emphasis was placed on integration of a l l  
modifications necessary to achieve optimum tl.riister performance with 
the complete thruster/power conditioning system. This included docu- 
mentation of thermal properties, control stability and thrust loss 
factors. Task I1 was concerned with identifying a means of reducing 
thrust degradation arising from doubly charged ions and beam divergence, 
and/or further improving thrnster discharge chamber efficiency. The 
specific goal for this task was to achieve a corrected overali thruster 
efficiency of 7 3 2  or more. Task I11 was devoted to documentation of the 
control characteristics of the Task I thruster and to the development of 
the appropriate circuitry to provide stable thruster control. 
Nearly all modifications proposed for inclusion in the engineer - 
ing model (EM) thruster which could affect operational characteristics 
or  thruster performance were thoroughly evaluated under this program 
prior to  completion of thc final EM thruster module. Initial evaluation 
of the f i rs t  700 ser ies  EM thruster provided operational and performance 
characteristics in good agreement with those obtained with the laboratory 
prototype tested under tnis program. As a result of the confidence in 
the design gained in these and other tests, the first EM thruster built 
(SN701) was committed to endurance testing. 
Extensive investigation of double-charged ion production was 
c a ~ r i e d  out under this program. Thrust losses from dcuble ionization 
could not be reduced below 4'40 during the program, but several &ctors 
were identified which could produce further reduction, and perhaps 
realize the goal of 73% corrected overall efficiency. These factors 
related to accelerator grid transmission and discharge current 
oscillatica. 
Beam divergence thrust loss, which results from the dished grid 
electrode curvature, has been reduced to about ; 7% by appropriately 
adjusting the hole patterns of the screen and acceleratoi grid. Seam 
probe techr-iques for monitoring both beam angle and do;ble ion content 
were perfected under this program. 
An overall thruster efficiency of 7170, co~rec ted  for double ion 
and beam divergence thrust losses, was demonstrated with several 
discharge chamber aesigns (including the EM thruster) under this 
program. In addition, considerable information was generated on 
factors related to ion beam uniformity, magnetic baffle effects on 
stabil-it--, and dispersion in thruster operational characteristics. The 
goals of the Drogram were satisfied, in so iar  a s  verification of the EM 
thr-~ster  desyn was concerned, and possible prospects for further 
advancement of thrnster technology have been identified and reported. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The 2-1/2 k W  Advanced Technology Ion Thruster Program \;;as 
one of three concurrent programs sponsored by NASA Lewis Research 
Center (LeRC) to develop a 30-cm diameter thruster module for prime 
propulsion application. These programs were initiated early in 1 972 a s  
the logical continuations of development on the promising prototype 
thrusier produced under the Low Voltage 30-cm Ion Thruster Program 
!Contract NAS 3-14140, Final Report NASA CR- 12091 9) which had just 
been completed. Initially, thcse three programs had well defined, 
independent goals and objectives. The f i rs t  program, the Thruster 
Endurance Test Program (Contract NAS 3 - 15523). was commissioned 
with building and endurance testing a thruster of the design developed 
under the preceeding Low Voltage 30-cm Ion Thruster Program. A 
second follow-on Low Voltage 30-crn Ion Thruster Program (Contract 
NAS 3 - 16528) was assigned responsibility for improving overall thruster 
efficiency and improving the structural design of the prototype thruster 
to meet launch requirements, including structural qualification of the 
new design by vibration testing. The thruster which evolves from the 
activities of these two programs has been designated a s  the tgineering 
model (EM) thruster. It i s  intended that this thruster design will be 
used in generating data and interface specifications representative of 
the "state of the art" for .Ise in the design of ion propulsion subsystems. 
It was recognized at the outset of these two programs that the perform- 
ance characteristics of the existing thruster design left margin fcr  
further improvements. To puraile this potentiality, the Advanced Tech- 
nology Program was initizted to improve thruster discharge chamber 
efficiency and ion optical system perveame with the goal of producing 
an adv~nced  "second generation'' thruster design. Completely new con- 
cepts, a s well a s  modifications of existing designs, were initially under 
consideration for development. It was not anticipated that advanced 
technology developed under this program and similar programs a t  NASA 
LeRC would be utilized in the EM thruster programs a s  originally 
conceived. Almost before the Advanced Technology Program got under 
way, however, it became apparent that significant advances in tech- 
nology were required by the EM programs to meet their goals. One of 
the principal factors contributing to this circumstance was a failure of 
the flat grid ion optical system's center support in preliminary structural 
testing. The inadequacy of this ion optical system design was further 
emphasized by erosion around the center support observed in early 
phases of endurance testing. Thus, it was necessary to accelerate 
development of the "dished grid" ion optical system for both structural 
and wearout life c~nsiderat ions.  Xncorpcration of the dished grid ion 
optical system design also improved thruster discharge chamber effi- 
ciency and ion optics1 system perveance in addition to satisfying struc- 
tural and lifetime requirements, t h u ~  preempting a portion of the work 
originally planned for the -4dvanced Technology Programs. When it 
was determined that a structural redesign was necessary under the Low 
Voltage Thruster program in order to  provide an acceptable mechanical 
interface for the propulsion subsystem, the Advanced Technology Program 
was reviewed, and reoriented to coordinate with the requirements of the 
EM programs. The overall goal of the redirected program was to  
optimize, integrate and verify the performnnce of design modifications 
which represent the most recent advances in technology available from 
effort under this o r  similar programs a t  NASA LeRC for incorporation 
into a thruster of the EM configuration. A cooperative effort towards 
this goal under these programs resulted in the development of an EM 
thrilster design, containillg proven technology for correc tin2 observed 
design deficiencies and improving overall thrcster performance without 
incurring significant delays in either the structural testing or endurance 
test programs. 
Beforc redirection, the 2- 1 /2 kW Advanced Technology Ion 
Thruster Program was formulated to produce an advanced thruster de- 
sign under three distinct but related tasks. Under Task I, discharge 
chamber optimization was to be conducted to produce an advanced design. 
The performance goals called for reduction of discharge losses to  less  
than 170 e ~ / i o n  at  96% or greater propellant utilization and 200 eV/ion 
at  90% propellant utilization a t  the full (2.5 kW) and half (1.25 k W )  power 
input levels, respectively. The objective of Task 11 was to  develop an 
ion optical system capable of prodrxing 2.5 A beam current with a net 
acceleration of 1000 V. The optimum ion optical system was then to  be 
integrated with the optimum discharge chamber, and the po-.ver 
processor/thruster interactions and transfer functions were to  be docu- 
mented under Task 111, resulting in a complete new thruster  design 
specification. Thrust  losses  resulting from divergent beam tra jector ies  
and double charged beam ions were to be measured extensively for  the 
f i r s t  t ime under this program. Initial measurements of these losses  
disclosed greater thrust  losses  tharl anticipated, and this factor a lso 
contributed to  the decision to coordinate the efforts of this program with 
EM thruster development. In redirecting the program, Task I retained 
i ts  goals a s  stated but restricted the ~ p t i m i z e d  discharge chamber de- 
sign to one requiring minimal modification of the E M  discharge chamber. 
in the conduct of the program, nearly equal emphasis was placed on 
satisfying this restriction a s  was placed on obtaining iniproved perform- 
ance. Task I1 was compietely changed, since nearly a l l  the ion optical 
system requirements of the original program were satisfied by the 
diijhed gr' . ion optical design. In consideration of the magnitude of the 
i hsust losses,  the more  significant thruster performance paiameter  has 
become the corrected overall efficiency. The efforts under Task I1 were 
directed towards obtaining an overall corrected thruster  efficiency of 
7370 or  greater  a t  full power (2.5 kW) operation. This goal was pursued 
by investigc ti;.& parameter variation and/or design modifications in an 
att e rnpt to icicntif y e m p i r i ~  11 relationships between double ion production 
and t t  :scer parameters.  A nuniber of dished grid ion optical systems 
we7 : evaluated to relate hole pattern design to divergence and double ion 
t ? ~ r u s t  losses. Performance of Task I11 was according to the original 
plan, and the only change here  was in the thruster specified for the 
investigatior. The E M  tnruster  design which was verified and specified 
under Task J was used to conduct Task 111. 
Reporting of the work performer! under the three tasks of this 
nrogram has been organized by topic rather than by Task, o r  in chrono- 
logical sequence. The major topics a r e  discharge chamber investigation, 
ion optical system evaluation, double ion thrust losses, power processor 
interactions, and advanced component technology. All significant 
experimental remlts  have been included or discussed whether success- 
ful in improving performance or not. While reference is made to work 
performed under other programs for lending continuity and accuracy 
to this report, no attempt has been made to systematically identify 
every ,.iperiment where test results have been obtained using hardware 
or designs developed under either the Thruster Endurance Test Program 
(NAS 3- I5523), the Low Voltage 30-cm Ion Thruster Program (NAS 3- 16528) 
or supplied by NASA Lewis Research Center. Consequently, data 
reported here may also appear in reports or publications of these other 
activities. 
- 11. DISCHARGE CHAMBER INVESTIGATION 
8 
The performance of the discharge chamber has in the past been 
e measured in te rms of discharge losses ( e ~ / i o n )  required to achieve a 
given propellant utilization. As stated in the introduction, the objective 
of the discharge chamber investigation under this program was to reduce 
discharge chamber losses to  l e s s  than 170 ev/ion while achieving a 
propellant utilization of 96'70 or more a t  full operating power, and 200 e ~ /  
ion for  90% utilization a t  half power. Discharge chamber performance 
approaching these levels had been obtained under a prior program using 
insulated, single grid ion optical systems; however, the same discharge 
chamber was capable of producing only 93% utilization a t  full power and 
8270 utilization a t  half power for 260 ev/ion discharge loss  when 
operated with a two grid, center supported ion optical system. Dished 
grid ion optical systems had already been introduced by the s tar t  of this 
program and without modification to the discharge chamber, discharge 
losses had been reduced to 220 eV/ion with the achievement of 9670 
propellant utilization a t  full power and 87% utilization a t  half power. 
Discharge investigation under this program began by comparing several. 
discharge chambers vhich make use of different electron confining mag- 
netic field geometrics. Dished grid ion optical systems of the type 
which had produce2 improved performance were used for this evaluation. 
On the basis of this corr.parison and other program priorities, several 
geometries were selected for further optimization. Tnitially, thruster 
and discharge chamber performance was evaluated on the basis of 
metered electrical parameter values, and optimizing parameters for 
any given configuration was simply a matter of maximizing or minimizing 
the appropriate meter readings. 'Nith the f i rs t  measurement of double- 
charged Seam ions it became apparent that double ion production rates  
could be a predominant factor in determining thruster efficiency, and 
optimization became more laborious and dependent on reproducible 
results. For  the most part, this section describes and compares the 
metered performance characteristics of discharge chamber design 
I 
! 
modifications, and Sections 111 and IV have been devoted to the discussion , . 
of the effects of beam divergence and double ion production. Parameter  ' .  i 
variations described in this section were made with the goals of reduc- 1 
! 
ing discharge 10s ses, increasing propellant utilization and improving i f ! 
the uniformity of the discharge chamber plasma a s  a means to this end. 
The initial portion of this discussion t reats  the experimental technique 
ior evaluating and documenting thruster performance throughout the 
entire report. 
A. Performance Evaluation Measurement Techniques 
Discharge chamber and total thruster performance a r e  based on 
meter measurements of electrical parameters and timed measurement 
of propellant flow from mercury reservoirs.  The basic circuit diagram 
defining the symbols and measurement 1 ocations for the essential 
parameters i s  shown in Fig. 1. Ion beam potential i s  assumed to be 
that of the grounded beam collector. Throughoat this report  when 
quantities such as thrust or  electrical efficiency a r e  referred to it is to 
be understood that the values quoted a r e  meter values. These values 
defined in te rms of the parameters measured a r e  shown in Fig. 1. 
For  example, thrust i s  
T = IB VB 
metered 
where I and V a r e  the beam current and voltage a s  measured in B B 
Fig. 1. M is  the mass  of a mercury atom, and e is  the electronic 
charge. Electrical efficiency i s  given by 
- -  
 ' B ~  B
' I metered Total Power Input ' 
ZENER DIODE 9 
F j g .  1 .  S c h e m a t i c  d i a g r a m  o f  p r i n c i p a l  t h r u s t e r  power  s u p p l i e s  
and m e t e r  l o c a t i o n s  f o r  d i r e c t  m e a s u r e m e n t  o f  t h r u s t e r  
p e r f o r m a n c e  p a r a m e t e r s  q u o t e d  i n  T a b l e  1 .  
propellant utilization efficiency is given by 
- 
- =I3 
'l" Irnetered Equivalent Neutral Flow Rate ' 




- " e l  (4) 
'T 1 metered 2inPTOT metered ' / metered , 
where T is given by equation ( I ) ,  m is the rate  of change in m a s s  o r  
propellant flow rate, 
and P~~~ is the total power input. The t rue o r  
corrected values of these quzntities a r e  obtained by reducing the thrust 
produced on the basis of measured double charged ion content and non- 
axial components of beam trajectories. Correction or  thrust factors 
have been defined as follows. To account for double charged ion content 
in the beam the thrust must be reduced by a factor defined a s  a where 
Tactual = a T  metered' 
and the beam current must be reduced by a factor P in using equation (3) 
so that 
q U  (actual metered 
To correct thrust for nonaxial beam traje ~ t o r i e s ,  the factor F is defined t 
a s  
Ta'c tual = F  T t metered ' 
Hence for total correction of the total or  overall efficiency the rela- 
tionship i s  
2 2  2 
a Ft T metered 
- 
&2 2 
"T = F q  2 m  PTOT 
actual Trnetered . 
Measurement of these correction factors is discussed in detail in 
Appendix A. Quantities a r e  referred to a s  "corrected1' when these 
factors have been applied o r  the correction factors may simply be 
included with other parameters for comparison. Representative values 
of these factors for optimized discharge chambers and ion optical 
systems a r e  cr = 0.96 * 0.01, F = 0.985 * 0.01 and P = 0.93 i 0.01 
t 
for thruster operation a t  full power (2 A beam current). 
Two methods of monitoring mercury flow from propellant 
reservoirs  have been used during this program. One method uses  a 
standard laboratory glassware type calibrated pipette a s  reservoir for 
each vaporizer and reservoir level i s  read a t  regular intervals, usually 
ten minutcz, for a period of 1 to 2 hours. Data a r e  plotted and a best 
fit straight line is fitted graphically to the points. Propellant flow is  
computed on the basis of 1. 91 equivalent amperes per milliliter of 
mercury consumed per hour. A second method makes use of load cells 
a s  weighing devices holding the mercury reservoir for each vaporizer. 
Readout i s  obtained in digital form from the load cell electronics and 
can be calibrated directly (within a constant scale factor) using standard 
weights. Conversion to equivalent amperes is made on the basis of 
0.1333 A per gram of mercury consumed per hour. These two methods 
of measuring mercury flow rate have been compared and found to agree 
within 1%. 
In addition to these measurements for determining thruster 
perforraance, a significa1,t a.mount of effort has been applied to docu- 
menting thruster dimensions, magnetic field and operating conditions 
for each discharge &amber configuration evaluated. This i s  an important 
aspect of developmenta. testing in that ultimately design specifications 
will be necessary to convert the optimum configuration into more 
refined hardware. While i t  is impossible to assess ,  a priori, the 
impact of seemingly minor dimensiovlal or configurational changes 
required to improve structure or reduce weight in a fully engineered 
thruster design, a complete record of preliminary experimental con- 
figurations facilitates the identification of possible differences responsib1.e 
ior changes in performance which may occur. To this end, numerous 
measurements of critical dimensions were performed and recorded, 
geometry modifications were performed in a manner such that critical 
component parts or subassemblies were preserved for r e -  evaluation, 
and notes were entered in test  logs relating to operational procedures 
and characteristics. 
Magnetic field shape and strength was documented using both 
powdered iron field maps and field strength measurements. Field 
strength measarements were performed using a Hall effect Gaussmeter 
which has probes with axial or transverse sensing elements to determine 
the radia.1 and axial field components. Measurements were made a t  
selected ;ncations within the discharge chamber a s  laid out on a measure- 
ment grid which is  installed in the discharge chamber. The measure- 
ment and represe.ltative measured field values a r e  shown in Table 1. 
Neither the registration of the measurement grid nor the positioning of 
the gaussmeter probe i s  a precision operation, and the accuracy of 
measured values i s  considered to be no better than *3%. Documenting 
and reproducing magnetic field geometries using permanent magnets 
has been found to be one of the weaker points in discharge chamber 
specification under this program. A program to find a means of docu- 
menting permanent magnets absolutely and reproducibly has been insti- 
tuted under a Hughes Research Laboratories internal program a s  a 
result of this difficulty. 
In some selected experiments, measurements of special parameters 
were performed such a s  discharge chamber component temperatures 
or discharge current waveforms. Temperature measurements were 
made using thermocouples appropriate to the t emperahre  range and 
calibrated, direct reading thermocouple meters .  Spot checks were 
made by comparing temperatures measured in this manner with 
temperatures measured using bridge techniques. Wi th  the thermocouple 
resistance properly compensated, the measurements agree to within 
* 2 % ,  and consequently all  measurement locations which require a thermo- 
couple to operate a t  discharge chamber potential were made using 
compensated direct readout metered systems. Discharge current wave- 
forms were monitored using either ac  or dc clamp-on probes (Tektronix 
TABLE 1 
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type P6042, for example) and oscilloscopes. In almost al l  cases,  it 
was necessary to  divide the current and measure  only a fraction of the 
discharge current to prevent saturation or  nonlinear r esponsi 8- f the 
instr-amenration. 
B. Initial Comparison of Magnetic Ge,metries -- 
The electron 5ombardment ion thruster discharge chamber uti- 
l izes a rn-gnetic field to confine the energetic electrons extracted from 
the cathode plasma in order  to maximize the probhoility that tl. :se 
electrons will ionize one or  more  neutral atoms. The  magnet;^ ijeld 
values necessary to achieve electron confinement a r e  not strong enough 
to modify ion trajectories t h r o ~ g h  magnetic forces,  but by containiilg 
the electron component of the discharge plasma, the magnetic field can 
strongly influence the potential distribution. Because of the relatively 
small ion thermal energy, small potential gradients can greatly influence 
ion trajectories.  At the outset of this investigation three concepts for 
elect :on confinement and resultant control of ion drift were undei- con- 
sideration. Figures 2, 3,  and 4 show these geometries. The f ' rst  
magnetic geometry shown in Fig. 2 has been termed a divergent field 
geometry in that cathode 01 pr imary electrons a r e  contained in a mag- 
netic bottle defined by the magnetic lines of force which "diverge" f rom 
cathode to screen pole pieces. Langmuir probe measurements have 
shown that when operated with an efficient ion optical system, the plasma 
potential distribution produced has gradients which tend t3 accelerate 
ions towards the central erea  of the ion extraction screen. I ' 2   his i s  
a desirable effect and good electrical and propellant efficiency has  beer, 
established with this configuration in previous programs. The magnetic 
geometry s h o m ~  in F i g .  3 had evolved a s  a combination of the radial i 
magnetic field geometry with var fable magnetic baffle controlled elec - 
tron injection. The goal of this configuration was to render the magnetic t 
lines of force more  radial by extending the cathode pole in order ta 
i n c r e ~ s e  ion drift towards the extraction sLreen, but without the tendency 








F i g .  2 .  Schematic o f  30 cm d i v e r g e n t  magnet ic  
geometry t h r u s t e r  developed under NASA 
Cont rac t  NAS Z.-14140. 
EAR 








p ANODE 1 
SEGMENTS 
F i g .  3 .  Schemat ic  o f  30 cm r a d i a l  h y b r i d  m a g n e t i c  
geometr:; t h r u s t e r  d e v e l o p e d  u n d e r  Hughes 
1 R&D program. 
F i g .  4 .  Schemat ic  o f  30 cm boundary o f  cusp 
m a g n e t i c  g e o m e t r y  t h r u s t e r  d e v e l o p e d  
under  Hughes IR&D p r o g r a m .  
flat, center supported grid ion optccal system design with this i ischarge 
chamber, it was thought that a high17 uniform ion beam current detsity 
could be achieved. Both the diverging and the radial hybrid geometrits 
make use of injection of the cathode electrons into the confining field 
to distribute these electrons throughout the discharge chamber. An 
alternative approach is represented by  the cusped iield magnetic geo- 
metry shown in Fig. 4. In this configuration, most of the discharge 
chamber volume is magnetic field free, the electrons being confined by 
relatively strong fields only a t  the boundaries by the magnetic cusps. 
It is  thought that because most of the boundary area is at  anode potential, 
ions will be reflected by the boundary sheaths. Whether or not this is 
the case, depends on plasma potential relative to the anode and ion con- 
tainment in the cusp geometry, was neither confirmed nor d is?r~ved by 
the work under this program. Table 2 compares representative perioim- 
ance data for these configurations obtained after some prelimiIiary tune- 
up experiments. E'igure 5 compares the ion beam current dis: ribution 
profiles for these thruster geometries. On the basis of the time required 
for preliminary tune-up and the relztively mediocre level of performance 
obtained, the cusped magnetic field geometry was d r o ~ p o d  from further 
consideration under this program. It should be noted, however, that 
tZlis thruster configuration has not been fully optimized unde: this pro- 
gram because it  possesses considerably more variables than the other 
c o d  igurations . Retnaining optimization continued with the diverging 
and radial hybrid configurations. 
C. Radial-Hybrid M2znetic Field Configuration 
'The radial hybrid magnetic geometry thruster configuration, 
shown in Fig. 3, was developed and optimized prio- to the beginning of 
this program for operation with the flat grid, center supported ion 
aptical system design. As shown in Table 2, the discharge chamber 
performance for t\is configuration was somewhat higher in propellant 
utilization and lower in discharge losses than the initial divecgent field 
















































































































































































































































































b-THRUSTER DIAMEER -4 
( 01 DIVERGENT MAGNETIC GEOMETRY 
w-,THRUSTER DIAMETER -4
(b) RADIAL-HYBRID MAGNETC GEOMETRY 
w-THRUSTER  DIAMETER^^^ 
(c) BOUNDARY OR CUSP MAGNETIC GEOMETRY 
F i g .  5 .  Cornparisan o f  e x t r a c t e d  i o n  beam 
c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  E c r o s s  
beam d i a m e t e r .  
was also better and the coniiguration was, therefore, thought to be 
better adapted to higher beam current operation. An accelerated pro- 
gram was pursued to develop this configuration to  a point so that the 
technology could be made available, if required, to the engineering 
model thruster programs. Figure 6 illustrates modifications made to 
the discharge chamber to achieve a level of performance approaching 
the program goals. The configuration shown in Fig. 6(b) represents an 
attempt to deflect the propellant input to larger  discharge chambcr 
radius and, thereby, further improve discharge plasma 2nd extracted 
ion beam uniformity. Discharge operation and beam uniformjty were 
totally uninfluenced by this modification. In contrast to operation of 
this thruster configuration witk a flat grid ion optical system, the 
anodes at  the upstream thruster boundary were relatively ineffective 
in -modifying discharge chamber operation at  the optimum magnetic 
field strengths required for operation with dished grid ion optical 
systems. These anodes were consequently removed, and experiments 
were performed to evaluate variations in the length of the screen pole 
piece. Optimum performance was obtained with the length shown in 
Fig. 6(c). This discharge chamber was then operated with several 
grid designs. A table listing all the dimensions and characteristics of 
the grid sets  evaluated during this program is included in Table 13 of 
Section 111. Performance data a r e  supplied in Table 3 for comparison 
of the thruster configurations of interest, operation with several grid 
sets and a short parameter mapping for the best grid systems available. 
All of the grid sets listed have the same basic hole pattern. The .per- 
formance variation observed was attributed to variation in grid to accel 
spacing for grid systems 609 and 638, and to the difference in dish depth 
for grid systems 636 and 638. The dish depth i s  1 cm for grid sys t e~ .  
636 and 2 cm for grid system 638. Variations in magnetic field strength 
using the radial, axial, o r  magnetic baffle windings were unsuccessful 
in improving discharge chamber performance over the level shown when 
the -hallower dished grid system was used. This type of performance 











(c)  BEST SCREEN POLE PIECE LENGTH 
F i g .  6 .  D i s c h a r g e  chamber c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  r e p r e s e n t i n g  
m o d i f i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  r a d i a l  h y b r i d  m a g n e t i c  
g e o m e t r y .  A l l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  w e r e  o p e r a t e d  
















































































































































































































































































operation with the diverging magnetic geometry discharge chamber. 
The discharge chamber performance obtained with grid system 638 was 
considered good enough to warrant some additional performance map- 
ping and double-charged ion documentation before proceeding with any 
further modifications. The latter entries in Table 3 compare operation 
at different discharge voltage and beam current, and a representative 
example of the beam current density distribution is shown in Fig. 7. 
During the measurement of double-charged ion content for deter- 
mining thrust correction factors, an unexpected discovery was made. 
While the mass  spectrometer recordings showed distinct, separated 
peaks for each ion species for thruster operation a t  2 A beam current, 
the output recordings deteriorated a t  beam currents l e s s  than about 
1.3 A, and the separation in the peaks completely disappeared below 
1 A beam current. Figure 8 compares spectrometer recordings for 2 A 
and 0.85 A beam current. The cause of this condition was eventuzli y 
traced to a modulation of the discharge current a t  a somewhat r a u h m  
rate, but with a repetition frequency in the 500 to 1000 Hz range. C -=,et 
of this modulation occurred a t  about 1 .6  A beam current and increased 
in amplitude so that at  1 A beam current, discharge current was cut 
off instantaneously during each cycle. This also modulated both the 
beam current and voltage and explained the deterioration in both the 
spectrometer recording and the propellant utilization shown .%r 0.85 A 
beam current in Table 3. Correction factors and other performance 
parameters for this discharge chamber a r e  shown in Table 4. Because 
of the relatively good performance of this discharge chamber geometry, 
a concerted effort was begun to eliminate this undesirable modulation of 
the discharge current. After a number of unsuccessful attempts were 
made to vary magnetic field s t r e ~ g t h  and the baffle geometry, all ob- 
servations led to the conclusion that the relatively strong magnetic field 
isolating the cathode plasma and main discharge plasma was responsible 
for the discharge modulation. To test: this hypothesis, the thruster 
geome: ry  shown in Fig. 9, which has axial instead of radial electron 
injection, was tested. AS a result the current modulation disappeared, 
propellant utilization decreased by about 5%, and the uniformity of the 
beam profiled was degraded a s  seen in Fig. 10. In ar_ attempt to regain 
24 
F i a .  7 .  P r o f i l e  o f  r a d i a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  o f  i o n  beam c u r r e n t  
- 
d e n s i t y  measured 1  cm downstream o f  t h e  a c c e l  e l e c t r o d e  
w i t h  t h e  HRL  e x p e r i m e n t a l  t h r u s t e r  o p e r a t e d  w i t h  i o n  
o p t i c a l  system SN 638 a t  2 A beam c u r r e n t .  
(a) RECORDING AT 0.85 A BEAM CURRENT 
3413- 
DEFLECTION VOLTAGE, V 
(b )  RECORDING AT 2 A BEAM CURRENT 
Fig. 8. Mass spectrometer recordings a t  0.85 A 
and 2 A beam currents. 
TABLE 4 
Thruster Parameters for Operation of the HRL Experimental Thruster 
With Ion Optical System SN 638 at Full Power, 3/4 Power, 
and 1/2 Power lnput 
Total Power. W 
Beam Power. W 
Discharge P o w r ,  W 
Heater Power,  W 
Keeper P o a e r .  W 
Neutralizer Coupling. W 
Electrical  Efficiency. q. 
Propellant Efflclency. 9- 
Overall Efficiency, 'T. 
Effective I sec 
SP' 
Discharge Voltage. V 
Discharge Loss,  eV 'ion 
Discharge Util~zation.  5 
Neutralizer Propellant Flow, mA 
Coupling Voltage, V 
Neutralizer Keeper Voltage. \' 
Neutralizer Keepec Current,  A 
Beam Voltage, V 
Beam Current,  A 
Accel Voltage. V 
Accel Current,  mA 
Thrus t  Correction Factor ,  u 
Propellant Correction Factor ,  P 
Thrust  Correction Factor ,  F t  
Corrected Overall Efficiency 
Corrected Propellant Efficiency 
Corrected Thrust ,  m lb  
Corrected Power/Thvust, m lb  
- 





2 2  
13 
83.7 







F i g .  9 .  R a d i a l  h y b r i d  m a g n e t i c  g e o m e t r y  d i s c h a r s .  
chamber  w i t h  a x i a l  e l e c t r o n  i n j e c t i o n .  
b--THRUSTER DIAMETER-d 
(b.) RADIAL ELECTRON WJECTION 
F i g .  1 0 .  Comparison o f  beam c - r r e n t  d e n s i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  
f o r  d i s c h a r g e  chamber o p e r a t e d  w i t h  a x i a l  and 
r a d i a l  e l e c t r o n  i n j e c t i o n  ( v e r t i c a l  s c a l e  
d r b i  t r a r y ) .  
the desirable aspects of radial electron injection, modifications were 
explored to reduce the field in the gap through which elecixons must 
pass  from the cathode plasma into the main discharge chamber. 
Figure 11 shows a modified radial electron injection geometry which 
was found to be stable against the low frequency current modulation 
f i rs t  observed. In this geometry the electrons a r e  not injected into the 
magnetic field in the main discharge chamber in a manner s o  that good 
confinement is achieved and, therefore, the propellant utilization is 
found to be reduced even a t  high discharge loss values. Moreover, an 
excessive amount of iron was reauired to reduce the magnetic field 
around the injection gap, and it %as considered improbable that a practi- 
cal correction (in te rms of weight, complexity, etc.) would be found for 
the radial injection instability. Consequently, the radial hybrid geometry 
was abandoned and discharge chamber optimization efforts were con- 
centrated on the more  conventional divergent magnetic geometry. 
D. Divergent ,Magnetic Field Configurations 
The divergent magnetic field discharge chamber shown in Fig. 2 
i s  the configuration origixially scaled from the 15 c m  SERT I1 geometry 
and further optimized under the Low Voltage 35 cm Ion Thruster Pro-  
gram (NAS 3-14140). The design of the thruster developed under that 
program became known a s  the 400-series thruster. At the beginning of 
this program, the 400-series thruster discharge chamber design had 
undergone few changes. Perfotmance gains were realized primarily a s  
a result o; improvements in the ion optical system. When it was 
decided that modifications to  provide maximum discharge chamber 
efficieacy should be factored into the engineering model thruster pro- 
grams, :le NASA Lewis Research Cente;. programs assumed the re -  
sponsibility for optimizing the divergent field thruster configuration, 
while this program concentrated on the radial hybrid geometry. It 
soon hzcame apparent that the radial. hybrid geometry was unacceptable 
because of extr erne discharge current modulation, and the development 
of the divergent geometry was resumed under this program. The pri- 
mary  goal was to confirm the promising results obtained by NASA and 








F i g .  1 1 .  R a d i a l  h y b r i d  geometry  w i t h  " s t a b l e "  r a d i a l  
e l e c t r o n  i n j e c t i 2 n .  . 
To confirm the performauce gains obtained at NASA Lewis 
Reaearch Center, a 40G-series thruster was modified according to  the 
specifications shown in Fig. 12. Typical discha-ge chamber performance 1 - .  
data obtained a t  NASA Lewis Research Center a r e  compared with the , i i .  
initial operating point of the modified thruster at 2 A beam current in 
Fig. 13. After considerable scrutiny of thruster dimensions, magnetic 
field shape, measurement instrume-.ltation and operating techniques, it 
was determined that the principle difference in the thrusters tested was 
in the ion optical s j s t e m  (see Table 13, system 638 versus NASA 281). 
A n  ion optical system cZ the design used in obtaining the NAS.4 data of 
Fig. 10 was obtamed and thruster performance was consequently im- 
I 
proved a t  the 2 A beam current level a s  seen in Fig. 14. The operating 
I 
1 
point of 185 ev/ion discharge loss  a t  9570 prepellant utilization was con- ! :
sidered adequate to  satisfy the EM thruster program goals, and a 
second thruster was prepared to evaluate all proposed discharge chamber 
design modifications. The prototype of this discharge chamber con- 
figuration is shuwn in Fig. 15. This discharge chamber module incor- 
porated the modified isolator designs and structural elements which 
were considered necessary to verify thermal and operational charac - 
terist ics of the revised EM design prior to  fabrication. Development 
efforts performed under this program on some of these components o r  
subassemblies a r e  described in a later section. Initial testing of this 
discharge chamber a t  the 2 A beam level agair displayed a diiference 
of approximately 5% in propellant utilization for the 185 eV/ion discharge 
loss operating point. A y i n ,  considerable effort was spent in checking 
all dimensional and operational parameters and instrumentation. Minor 
dimensional differences in the magnetic k f f l e ,  cathode pols piece 
geometry were discovr-red and several parameter variations for this 
subassembly were evaluated. These variations a r e  shown schematically 
in Fig. 16 and the accompanying performance changes listed in Table 5. 
q i l e  the perforn-.a.nce variation shown cannot be conclusively explained, 
receni magnetic field measurements inside the cathode pole tip region 
indicate that the fringe fields which exist in the vicinity of the cathode 
orifice a r e  influenced, by the geometry and dimensions of both the baffle 
PERMANENT MAGNETS 




a) DISCHARGE CHAMBER CONFlGURATlON (SN403-A) 
I--- 
0 1 2 3 4 5  
SCALE. in 
b) MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH DlSfRlBUTlON 
F i g .  12.  I n i t i a l  m o d i f i e d  d i v e r g e n t  f i e l d  t h r u s t e r  
s p e c i f i c a t . o n s .  
DISCHARGE PROPELLANT LITLLIZATION, % 
F i g .  13 .  I n ? t i a l  d i s c h a r g e  chamber per formance p o i n t  
f o r  t h r u s t e r  geometry shown i n  F i g .  10, 





WITH GRID SET SNZ8I 
- 
- 
TYPICAL NASA LeRC DPTA 
- 
I I I I I I 
50 60 70 80 90 100 
DISCHARGE PROPELLANT UTILIZATION, O h  
F i g .  14 .  Compar ison o f  d i s c h a r g e  chamber p e r f o r m -  
ance c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f o r  t h r u s t e r  geomet ry  
shown i n  F i g .  1 0  w i t h  t y p i c a l  NASA LeRC 
p e r f o r m a n c e  u s i n g  same d e s i g n  g r i d  system. 
S4lb-IS 
16 AXIAL AND 9 RADIAL PERklAlYPlt NABNETS 
ALL OIMENSIONS ARE GIVEN IN cm 




0 1  2 3 4 5  
SCALE , in. 
(b) MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH DISTRIBUTION 
F i g .  1 5 .  P r o t o t y p e  EM t h r u s t e r  d i s c h a r g e  chamber 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s .  
BAFFLE IMIDIT4-d BAFFLE 
POLE 
CATHODE POLE 
8) MAGNETIC BAFFLVCATHODE POLE ASSEMBLY 
(b) (c) to) (el 
VARIATIONS IN BAFFLE SUPPORT POLE CONSTRUCTION 
DIMENSIONS, cm 
F i g .  16. S c h e m a t i c  d r a w i n g  o f  m a g n e t i c  b a f f l e  g e o e e t r y  and  



















































































































































































































support and the baffle control coil. The desired performance level was 
restored by the configuration shown in Fig. 16(e) with the baffle diameter 
increased to 5. 1 c m  in order  to reduce the magnetic baffle ampere turn 
requirement. The tradeoff between magnetic baffle diameter and baffle 
coil ampere-turns for the baffle support shown in Fig. 16(e) is illustrated 
in Table 6. It i s  not considered practical to employ a magnetic baffle 
geometry which requi-.es more  than 50 A turns of control coil excitation. 
This constraint i s  imposed by the engineering model p w e r  processor . 
specification which limits maxir.um power supply current to 5 A, anci 
by the space available in the cathode pole region which l imits the control 
coil to approximately 10 turns. This thruster configuration was a lso 
operablc in the "passivett magnetic baffle mode of operation (whereby 
the discharge current i s  used to excite the baffie coil). 
The structural symmetry of the revised EM thruste design 
requires the permanect magnets to he sized so that 12 radial and 32 
axial magnets produce the required magnetic field configuration. 
Table 7 compares magnetic field values for the magnet dimensions lised 
originally and for the mab - required to  achieve the required field 
distribution with 12 magnets. Performanc 2 of this discharge configura- 
tion was evaluated a t  several  operating points for  both active (control 
coil energized by a separate pourer supply) magnetic baffle and pass;ve 
magnetic baffle operation. Per..'ormance dzta obtained with 12 magnets. 
a 5.1 cm diameter baffle, and the baffle s u ~ > x - t  geometry shown in 
Fig. 16(e) is  given in Table 8. With the specification of magnet dimen- 
sions for producing the required magnetic geometry, the development 
of this geometry was considered completed. 
In the course of investigating double charged ion production, 
another variation of the divergent magnetic field configuration was 
evaluated which operated a t  essentially equivalent performance levels 
and i s  described here.  The discharge chamber configuration and mag- 
netic field distribution were essentially unchanged f rom the 400 se r i e s  
design, with the exception of the cathode position, cathode pole piece 
length, and baffle diameter a s  shown schematically in Fig. 17. The 
thruster was operated with several  ion optical systems of the EM design 
to obtain performance data such a s  that shown in Table 9. 
.% 
TABLE 6 
Magnetic Baffle Characteristics for Variation in Baffle 












Discharge Voltage 37 V 
Beam Current 2 A 
Discharge Losses 185 ev/ion 






7 0  
95.5 
95.6 
92 .8  
TABLE 7 
Comparison of Diecharge Ch-her:Magnetid Field Value-LI Obtained 
. with Several Combination8 of Axial and Radial Magnets 
Wf8-M 
MEASUREMENT GRID 0.25 in. 





Axaal. Radial. Axial. Radial. Axial. Radial 
e 8 u B 8 g 
- 
Position an Measurement 
Grid 
I 5.0 10.5 -5.2 10.5 -4.4 12.0 
2 10.5 7.2 2 . 3  8.5 1.8 9.5 
3 13.0 6.7 5.9 6 . 6  5.3 7.0 
4 14.5 5.0 8. L 5.7 8.1 6.0 
5 16.0 10.5 11.4 7. b 10.7 7. 5 
6 16.7 25.0 16.0 19.3 14.8 17. 5 
7 3.0 1.5 0.8 15.8 3.1 18.0 
8 -9.8 14.5 -10.0 7.9 -9.2 7.0 
9 17.0 LI 0 12.0 28.0 12.5 31.0 
10 17.7 15.0 12.0 17.2 13.0 18.6 
I I 16.0 10.7 11.0 11.3 11.6 12.5 
1 L 13.0 8 .8  9.1 8.9 10.0 9.0 
13 9.0 8.0 6.4 7.7 6.8 7.0 
14 4.0 6.0 2.8 5.6 3.6 5.5 
I5 125.0 31.0 35.0 25.5 112.0 29. 5 





21 60.0 - 0 . 6  
22 45.0 45.0 -0.7 
23 28.0 17.0 29.0 -0.6 
24 18.7 17. 5 19.0 -0.6 
2 5 12.5 0 .5  10.5 12.0 -0.5 
26 7.7 0.5 6.5 8.0 .O. 4 
.- 
Sh' 301-A 
9 ea 0.36 c m  x .93  rm 
16 ea 0.36 cm d h m .  
NASA LeRC 
8 400 Series 
3 300 Series 
IS i: :::::: 
SN 301-A 
I2 ea 0.36 cm x .76 4 
I 2  e r  0.36 cm d i m .  

F i g .  17 .  Schematic d iagram of 400 s e r i e s  d i s c h a r g e  
chamber w i t h  modi f ied  cathode l o c a t i o n .  
TABLE 9 




















&am Voltage 1100 V 
Accel Voltage 500 V 






In addition to the performance evaluations, parameter 
coxyqarisons znd conventional thruster documentation which took place 
during this development program some new insights into discharge 
chamber operation have been formulated. Foremost i s  the realization 
that a l l  discharge chambers of this basic design which were tested 
under this program exhibited oscillations in discharge current ta  some 
degree. While basic research in this a r e a  i s  meager, a number of 
experimental obse rv~ t ions  during this prcgram, and repcrted elsewhere, 
indicate that electron iiow i rom the hollow cathode plasma ac ros s  the 
magnetic field of the cathode pole and into the main discharge volume is 
anomalous and dependent on some type of plasma turbulence. It has  
been empirically determined that the discharge conditions can be 
adjusted to obtain coherent oscillations in discharge current by adjust- 
ing parameters  which affect the magnetic field, neutral density o r  
plasma density in the baffle gap vicinity. The frequency ar:d amplitude 
oi these oscillations i: usually such that there i s  110 reason to suspect 
any appreciable impact on discharge chamber or  thruster performance. 
For this reasor,, a detailed discussion of these oscillatory characteristics 
i s  deferred to the discussion on ;Dwer conditionicg interactions in 
Section V. 
E. Preliminary Evalu t ion  cf 700 Series - EM Thruster Discharpe 
Except for the permanent magnet specification, fabrication and 
preliminary testing of :he f i r s t  EM thruster module (SN 701) proceeded 
under the low voltage thruster program (NAS 3 -  16528) without incident. 
Two difficulties were encounterec! in obtaining the required field distr i-  
bution. The f i rs t  was a fundamental problem associated with absolute 
specification of permanent magnets. It had been considered that by 
spacifying material  and dimensions a l l  magnets would be obtained from 
the vendor with equal strength. This assumption was found to  be erron-  
eous, and an absolute means of assuring equal magnet strength o r  mag- 
netization has not yet been formulated, although progress i s  being made 
under an internal HRL program. The second difficulty a rose  f rom a 
modification in the retainers for the radial magnets which had been 
introduced into the EM thruster design to save weight. This 
modification is illustrated in Fig. 18. In order t c  achieve the desired 
field distribution in the f i rs t  EM design thruster, SN 701, it was neces- 
sa ry  to employ a trial  and e r r o r  technique, selecting radial and axial 
magnets from stock until the measured field values were in favorable 
agreement with those measured in tkruster 301 -A. Table 10 compares 
this distribution of magnetk field values with those obtained by appro- 
priate selection of radial magnets with the f i rs t  two 700 ser ies  thrusters  
and thruster 301 modified to duplicate the EM magnet retainer design 
(301 - l3). 
As compared in Table 11, ,the initial discharge chamber perform- 
ance parhmcters obtained with the first EM thruster were in good 
agreement v!ith those obtained with the lahoratory version of the E M  
design embodied in thruster 301 -A. These data were all obtained using 
a 5.1-cm diameter baftic: however, continued operation of thruster 701 
was observed to require ever increasing msgnetic baifle coil current to 
avoid discharge mode shifting. Installation of a 5.4-cm diameter baffle 
cor,rected this situation and is  thought to be another consequence of the 
rrzgnetic circuit difference shown in Fig. 18. Insofar a s  this progrcm 
was concerned, this completed the activity in verifying the EM thruster 
disckarge chamber specifications. Representatise thruster performance 
parameters, including corrections for beam divergence and double- 
charged ions, a r e  listed for  full power, three fourths power, and half 
power levels in Table 12 (throttling a t  nearly constant specific impulse). 
From a discha-ge chamber efficiency standpoint, the performance 
of the EM thruster design a s  documented under this program is exemplary 
and requires no further opt imi~at io~i .  Some relatively minor difficulties 
were encountered in obtaining reproducible results on a week to week 
basis insofar a s  operational characteristics and thruster transfer func- 
tions a r e  concerned. On the basis of the data obtained under this p ~ o -  
gram, it has not been possible to identify these performance variations 
with either thruster design characteristics procedural variations, o r  
test facility conditions, and additional performance testing will be r e -  
quired to fully document 22.d verify all operational aspects of this desigr.. 
/ AXIAL PERMANENT MAGNETS 112 EACH) 
It- RADIAL PERMANENT MAGNETS (12 EACH) 
700 SERiES 
MAGNETIC CiRCUIT DESIGN 
300/100 SERIES 
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT DESIGN 
4' 
RADIAL PERMANENT MAGNETS (8 EACH! 
AXIAL PERMANENT MAGNETS (12 EACH) 
DIMENSIONS. in. 
F i g .  18. Compar ison o f  m a g n e t i c  c i r c u i t s  i n  m o d i f i e d  301/400 
s e r i e s  t h r u s t e r s  (301A) and 700 s e r i e s  t h r u s t e r s  ( 7 0 1 ) .  
- - 
TABLE 10 


































































































































































































































































Representative Thruster Parameters  for the E M  Thruster Design 












h s c h r g e  
Magnetic Baffle 
h i n  Vaporizer 
Cathode Vaporizer 
Seurralizer Vaporizer 
Cathode K e e p r  
Neutralirar K e e p r  










Total Efficiency Ihletrr Yaluc) 
Thrust Factors 
Doubly Charged Ions 
Beam hvcrcrnce  
Eli~cicncy Corrrction 
At: p aF.qunalc ,111 
1. 4im 
0 .03 ,  
9.023 







Corrected Propcllar t Utilirat~on 










Investigation of Discharge Chamber Configurations to Improve 
Ion Beam Uniformity 
Development of a discharge chamber that produces a plasma 
is uniform in density over the entire ion extraction surface has 
been one of the secondary goals of this program. When operated with 
flat grids, the radial hybrid magnetic configuration produced an ion beam 
with considerably improved uniformity in current density. This section 
describes other configurations which were evaluated to find a more  
stable substitute for this geometry. 
The first configuration investigated made use of the versatile 
electromagnetic discharge chamber in the configuration shown in Fig. 19. 
The discharge chamber could be operated in either a divergent magnetic 
configuration by connecting the radial and axial electromagnets in 
"aiding" polarity or  a s  a two cusp, boundary magnetic configuration. 
The primary electrons from the cathode plasma were introduced a t  
relatively large radius in comparison to other thruster geometries with 
the intention of getting more ionizing collisions a t  larger  radii. The 
extracted ion beams for both modes of operation N-zre quite uniform 
(see Fig. 20); however, the discharge chamber efficiencies were unac- 
ceptable. Fropellant utilization could not be increased above 80% even 
a t  discharge losses greater than 400 ev/ion. As a matter of curiosity, 
double charged ion production was measured for this thruster configura- 
tion and found to be extremely low (5% a s  compared to the usually 
observed 12  to 15%). Whether the low percentage utilization of the beam 
uniformity was responsible for this double charged ion production could 
not be determined. 
The substandard performance of the discharge chamber cordigura- 
tion shown in Fig. 19 was attributed, a t  least in part, to the relatively 
large cathode plasma volume. The thruster was modified as shown in 
Fig. 21 to reduce cathode plasma volume while retaining the same dis- 
charge chamber magnetic geometry. Some improvement in discharge 
chamber efficiency was achieved by this modification; however, per- 
iormance still fell far below that of the EM thruster design, and the 
uniformity of the beam profiles was not greatly different from that of the 
Eh.4 thruster (Fig. 22). 
F i g .  1 9 .  Diagram of  t h r u s t e r  geometry with 
e l e c t r o n  i n j e c t i o n  area expanded 
t o  produce uniform ion beam p r o f i l e .  
I I I L--- 1 1 1 1 
#-THRUSTER DIAMETER ,-+I 
(0.1 MAGNETS AIDING (DIVERGING FIELD LINES) 
i 
W- THRUSTER DIAMETER-H 
F i g .  20 .  Beam c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  f o r  d i s c h a r g e  
chamber shown i n  F i g .  1 5 .  
(a) DIVERGING FIELD SHAPE 
!MAGNETS AIDING) 
(b) CUSPED FIELD SHAPE 
(MAGNETS OPPOSING) 
F i g .  21.  Magnet  c u r r e n t s  and f i e l d  shapes f o r  two  c o n d i t i o n s  
show ing  a p p r e c i a b l y  d i f f e r e n t  beam c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  
p r o f i l e s ,  see F i g .  11.  
h-THRVSTER 0lAMETER.-d 
(a) DIVERGING MAGNETIC GEOMETRY 
b--THRUSTER DIAMETER - 
(b.) CUSPED MAGNETIC GEOMETRY 
F i g .  2 2 .  beam c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  f o r  t h r u s t e r  c o n d i t i o n s  
shown i n  F i g .  1 7 .  
The final efforts to restore  both discharge performance and 
beam uniformity under this program a r e  represented in the configurations 
shown in Fig. 23. The discharge chamber shown in Fig. 23(a) made use 
of the same magnetic field geometry but relccatzd the catbodc plasma 
and injected electrons radially into the main discharge chamber region. 
Again, the magnetic field could be operattd a s  either a divergent or 
boundary configuration. As before, discharge chamber performance 
was relatively poor (about 90% utilization a t  350  ion dischsrge loss).  
Figure 24 compares the ion beam profiles obtained by opeiating this 
discharge chamber in the two magnetic configurations. The cusp mag- 
netic geometry operated a t  slightly lower propellant utilization and 
produced a reasonably uniform beam current. The thruster disci.,rge 
chamber shown in Fig. 23(b) represents a single boundary cusp geometry 
which was intended to provide a field free central discharge reflion. 
T3e ion beam current distribution obtained with this d i s c h a ~ g e  chamber 
(Fig. 25) differed very little from the EM thruster design, a:ld again the 
performarxe does not approach that of the EM thruster discharge 
chamber. 
While this activity represented a somewhat negative result, i t  
emphasizes the high degree of refinement which the EM thruster design 
represents. Tt i s  possible that with considerable optimization, one cf 
these configurations could be tuned to the same stat? of clevelopment, 
however, considerable effort could be required. A skcond notable point 
i s  that the ion beam current distribution could not be changed appreciably 
by a variety of configarations, and only the discharge chambers of the 
radial field type have produced beams having remarkably utliform cur- 
rent densities without significant performance loss. Consequzntly, future 
attempts at  developing discharge chambers with improved beam uni- 
formity wuuld probably be most successful with use of a radial or  radial 
hybrid type m;rgnetic gec~netry.  
G. Summary of Discharge Chamber lnveafigations 
The developmental efforts described in the preceding sections 
represented an int ;e effort ta identify a discharge configu~ation which 






blDIVERGING OR CUSP FIELD 
GEOMETRY WITH RADIAL 
ELECTRON INJECTION 
BAFFLE COIL 
b) SINGLE BOUNDARY CUSP FELD 
GEOMETRY WtTH RADIAL 
ELECTRON INJECTION 
F i g .  2 3 .  Thruster configurations tralu3ted f o r  b e ~ m  uniformity.  
(0.: RADIAL AND AXIAL MAGNETS AIDING (DMRGIN6 FIELD) 
~41s-ss 
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m T H R U S T E R  D I A M E T E R +  
[b.) RADIAL AND AXIAL MAGNETS OPPOSlNS (CUSP F L L D )  
F i g .  24 .  Beam c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  f o r  t h e  
t h r u s t e r  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  shown i n  F i g .  1 9 ( a ) .  
I I I I I I I I 1 
d-,THRUST ER DIAMETER 4 
F i g .  2 5 .  Beam c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n  f o r  t h e  
t h r u s t e r  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  shown i n  F i g .  1 9 ( b ) .  
satisfying a number of secw~dary requirements ae well. The divergent - 
magnetic fieid configuration most nearly meets these goals at the 2 A P 
beam level with a capability of producing 96% propellant utilization at 
185 e ~ / i o n  discharge 106s. These performance gains are  attributed 
- 
primarii: to the ion optical system design and reduction of losaes in 
the cathode plasma region. While further optimization of these param- 
eters might have reduced the discharge losses to surpass the program. 
goal of 170 eV/ion or less, it was considered more important to investi- 
gate and satisfy the alternate requirements necessary ta transfer this 
technology to the E M  thruster programs. Among the requirements 
considered were operational constraints on thermal properties, com- 
ponent lifetime and control stability. The identification, documentation, 
and elimination of potential prrbblems provided for incorporation of the 
improved divergent field discharge chamber into the engineering model 
(EM) thruster development without difficalty. 
Investigation of several other discharge chamber configurations 
has provided insight and documentation which form a basis for identi- 
fying critical parameters affecting discharge current oscillations, ion 
beam uniformity, and double charged ion parameters. This basis is 
essential to future discharge development in that gains to overall t h r ~ s t e r  
efficiency may be more closely related to eliminating, or t least 
diminishing, discharge oscillations or double charged ior nroduction 
than to reduction of discharge losses by a few e~ / ion .  F x gains 
may also be anticipated from improved ion optical systems as di.scussed 
in the following sect an. 
111. ION OPTICAL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
The e a r l y  development of the "dished grid" ion optical sys tem 
under the concurrent  EM t h r u s t e r  p rograms  grea t ly  reduced the scope 
of activity originally planned for  th is  program.  Initial evaluation of 
this  type of s t ruc tu ra l  design showed that  the domed o r  dished g r id  
s y s t e m s  had e x c d l e n t  mechanical  stability under both the rmal  and 
mechanical  s t r e s s e s .  Var iables  which remained t o  he  investigated 
under th is  p rogram w e r e  "dish depth" (or radius  of curvature) ,  hole 
pat tern design, and compensation fo r  the divergent  beam t ra j ec to r i e s  
which resul t  f rom the g r i d  curvature .  Refinements in  fabrication and 
assembly  techniques were  improved of necessi ty as a p a r t  of th is  pro-  
g r a m ,  however discussion of these  contributions is de fe r red  t o  Sec- 
tion VI. This  sect ion concentra tes  on a descript ion of the dished g r i d  
ion optical sys tem and the investigation and evaluation of its pe r fo rm-  
ance under th is  program.  
A. Description o i  the Dished Grid  Ion Optical System Subassembly 
The dished g r id  ion optical sys tem makes  use  of spherical ly 
dished, o r  domed, e l ec t rodes  t o  provide s t ruc tu ra l  s t a b i l i v .  The g r i d s  
a r e  mounted f rom a rigid tubular  s t ruc tu re  which had been developed 
e a r l i e r  for  f lat  gr id  ion optical sys tems  as shown in  Fig. 26. The 
s c r e e n  and acce le ra to r  e lec t rodes  a r e  formed in  p a i r s  by- hydroforming 
a flat mo1)odenu.m shee t  which has been imprinted with a masking sub-  
s tance to provide for  chemically milling the holes (per  formed by 
Buckbee-Mears Inc. ). After hydroforrning, the  g r ids  a e  chemically 
mil led and then heat t rea ted  while clamped in a f ixture to  re l ieve  in te r -  
nal  s t r e s s e s .  Stiffening r ings  made of heavier  gauge molybdenum a r e  
then fastened to  the thinner g r id  ma te r i a l  by b r z  ;ng o r  with mechanical  
fas teners .  When mounted on the support  s t ruc tu re ,  a s  shown in 
Fig. 26, the ion optical sys tem becomes a n  independent subassembly 
whit can  be used on any t h r u s t e r  equipped with suitable mounting 
brackets .  The main  var iables  of the ion optical sys tem a r e  the d imen-  









ITEM 12 TO BE FLUSH 
W1TI-r SURFACE INDIC.9TED ACCELERATOR SPACER 
SECTION 0-0 
4 12 PLACES) 
SCREEN ELECTRODE MOUNT 
SECTION A-A 
f 12 PLACES) 
ACCELER4TOR ELECTRODE MOUNT 
Fig. 26. Dished grid ion optical sjstem assembly. 
the depth of the dish. Table 13 contains the ~pecif icat ions  of a l l  the 
grids fabricated o r  tested under th,is program. A number of these 
grid se t s  have similar specifications, and performance differences 
were observed primarily a s  a function of inadvertent fabrication and 
assembly variations discussed below and in Section VI. 
B. Ion Optical System Effects on Discharge Chamber Performance 
Discharge chamber efficienq-,  stability and con+rol functions 
have been found empirically to be critically dependent on the properties 
of the ion optic? 1 system. It has been known for some time that reduc - 
tion of the screen grid transparencb- or open a rea  fraction results  ir. 
higher discharge losses ,  increased difficulty in  isolating cathode and 
main discharge plasmas, and a beam current distribution which is 
highly concentrated near the thruster axis. Whrle most of the varia- 
tions in grid hole pattern and diameter under this program were 
directed towards reduction of thrust l o s s ~ s  arising from beam diver- 
gence and double charged ions, data obtaihed in the evaluation o i  these 
variations have pointed out an important &tor about the accelerator 
electrode desigr,. Under the Low Voltage i0-cm Thruster Program 
and brieflv during early experiments under this program, grid se t s  
were evaluated which had a uide range of variation in screen and 
accelerator open a rea  o r  transmission. Through use of hexagonal 
aperture shapes, i t  was possible to increase the screen grid open a rea  
to 79% and i t  was tvpected that superior discharge chamber perform- 
ance would have been achieved a s  a consequence. What was not recog- 
nized initially- was that by using the convention ratio of screen to accel 
aperture size, increasing screen grid transmission also increases  the 
:ansmission of the accelerator grid, s factor that i s  now considered 
detrimental to thc; achievement of high propellant utilization. In 
attempting to explain the reduction in propellant utilization observed 
when a conventional accel electrode was replaced by the electrostatic 
deflection system used in the 5-cm thruster programs, 4'  a view 
factor analysis war made6 to determine the effect of the accelerator 
m s s s s s - . - - - - c - - m  
- * * I - f - f - m m m m m u ' . m m m  
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on the r e f l w  of neutral propellant. This analysis, showed that the 
open a r ea  o r  transmission of the accelerator could significantly affect 
propeilant utilization. Data obtained during grid system evaluation 
under the Low Voltage Thruster  Program (NAS 3-16528) could be 
characterized by the following observations: 
1. Discharge chamber efficiency was not improved by 
increasing sc reen  gr id  open area  above 6570 when 
screen aper ture  to accel  aper ture  rat io was held 
a t  1 .25  o r  less .  
2 .  Discharge chamber efficiency improved with 
increasing dish depth (in the downstream 
direction). 
Selected performance data has  been shown in  Table 14 for the 
grid systems evaluated during this program (parameters  given in  
Table 13). Grid system SN 601 2ot only has less  screen gr id  open 
fraction than the other systems,  but a lso  kas greater  accel  t rans-  
mission. The resultant performance is conseqilently seen to  be s ig-  
nificantly poorer than for the other grid systems. Grid systems 609 
through 635 a r e  essentiallb- of the same hole pattern design; however, 
gr ids  636 and 637 have reduced dish depth. The resul ts  for these sys  - 
tems a r e  i n  zgreement with the observations s z t e d  above (for other 
hole patterns). Grid systems rumbered NASA 281 through SN 656 a r e  
again all  of the same hole pattern, but with the same screen grid open 
a r e a  a s  those numbered SN 609 through SK 638. The accel  t ransmis -  
sion i s  somewhat smal ler ,  however, and the perveznce i s  higher. 
The increased discharge chamber performance seen i s  attributed to 
these two factors.  Here again, grid system SN 656 was dished to a 
reduced depth, and the discharge efficiency was l e s s  than for other 
grid systems of the same hole pattern. Variation in discharge chamber 
performance i s  a lso  seen between gr ids  of the same hole pattern, with 
no discernible difference in thruster parameters  o r  grid system 
parameters.  It i s  not known with certainty whether this variation 
implies that experimental e r r o r  in performance evaluation i s  greater  
than has been assumed, o r  whether there is sorne rea l  variation which 

r e s u l t s  f rom minor  variat ions i n  e i ther  the gr id  sys tem assembly  o r  
installation on the thrus ter .  Grid sys tem SN 643, fo r  instance,  was 
known to be unevenly spaced because of distort ion i n  the g r id  shape  
which occur red  during brazing of the support r ings  to the  gr ids .  The 
performance observed with this sys tem became progress ively  worse  
with each tes t ,  and the data  shown in Table 14 r e p r e s e n t s  the p e r f o r m -  
ance shor t ly  before th is  sys tem became inoperable and had to be 
scrapped.  
Finally, n e a r  the cnd of the program,  a g r id  s y s t e m  (NASA 35) 
which had very high s c r e e n  grid t r ansmiss ion  (75%) and very  low acce l  
t r ansmiss ion  (2770) was evaluated with excellent r e su l t s  as shown. 
Summarizing the r e su l t s  of testing this g r id  sys tem,  using typical 
power inputs in  the manner  shown previous1)- in Table 12, the overa l l  
co r rec ted  th rus te r  efficiency was inc reased  to 72.8% a t  full power and 
72% at  three-fourths po-ver. These  final da ta  tend t o  es tabl i sh  the 
validity of the acce l  open a r e a  hypothesis and provide a b a s i s  f o r  
explaining some  other  observations a s  well. With the hypothesis that  
the reflwc of neiltral ato.ms is significant to d ischarge  chamber  effi- 
ciency, the d ish  depth a r d  direct ion now becomes a n  important  fac tor  
as well. F igure  27 show4 hn exaggerated example of what is thought to 
take place. With curvature  downstream a s  shown in Fig. 27 (a) the 
neut ra l  a toms  a -e  reflected t.owards the center  of the d ischarge  chamber ,  
where the p r imary  e lec t ron density is higher and the probability of 
ionization i s  g rea te r .  This  effect would be expected to inc rease  the 
p lasma density in the center  of the d ischarge  chamber and reduce the 
l o s s  of neutral  a toms  a t  the periphery.  Thus, propellant utilization 
could be  improved and double charged ion production would a l so  be 
increased,  a s  is observed.  If the dish depth is reduced,  the effective 
"focussing" of these  neut ra l  a toms  would be modified and relat ively 
s m a l l  changes could affect performance significantly. If the direct ion 
of dish depth i s  changed, a s  shown in Fig.  27 (b),  the neut ra l  a tom 
reflux is d i rec ted  towards the periphery of the d ischarge  chamber ,  
where  few energetic  e lec t rons  a r e  p resen t  and ionization i s  l e s s  likely. 








b) CURVATURE OF THE GRIDS IN THE UPSTREAM DIRECTION 
F i g .  2 7 .  N e u t r a l  a t o m  r e f l u x  f o c u s i n g  b y  d i s h e d  
g r i d  i o n  o p t i c a l  s y s t e m s .  
propellant utiliaatim and double ion production would be decreased, 
which also agrees with the observed behavior, 
While it i s  now possible to offer a plausible explanation of 
observed discharge chamber operational characteristics, it is by no 
means obvious what should be recommended a s  the ultimate design of 
ion optical systems. Increasing the dish depth increases the resultant 
beam divergence arrd correction of beam trajectories, a s  described in 
the following section, i s  limited to about 2 cm dish depth. Reducing 
accel open area  i s  also limited in that direct interception will erode 
away the accel electrode apertures to the diameter required by the 
individual beamlets, and the performance will deteriorate to whatever 
value i s  dictated by the resultant accel transmission. Changing the 
direction of dish depth to an upstream curvature cannot be ruled out 
altogether but the discharge chamber requires a modification to get 
increased electron density near the periphery. Thus i t  appears that 
new options have been opened which require further investigation of ion 
optical systemldischarge chamtfer interactions. 
C. Beam Divergence Thrust Loss Evaluation- and Redu..tion 
Although iilitial thruster performance with dished grid systems 
was quite good in te rms of efficiency and perveance, excessive beam 
spreading was observed even a t  low accelerator potentials. Because 
the screen and accelerator grills had the same center-to-center ' .  
aperture spacing, the hydroforming process caused a 's-lecturing'' of 
the beam a t  increasing electrode radius, which produces e~ ces sive 
heam divergence. Thus, a compensation technique was required to 
reduce this cxcessivc: oesm divergance. The basic method aeplied was 
to adjust the center-to-center spacing of the apertures in the screen 
grid relative to those in the accelerator r n  that each individual beamlet 
i s  vectored to emerge from the ion extraction systarn with i t s  axis 
parallel to the thruster a r . ~ s  of symmetry. 'i'he steps requizec! to 
achieve the desired compensatiou a r e  shown in Fig. 28. Figure 23 (a) 
shows the electrodes a s  they a r e  formed. Angle cr i~ the angle sub- 
tended at the center .,f curvature by the radius vector passing through 
Mi- 
the outermost row of holes in the screen electrode. When these 
electrodes a r e  separated, as shown in Fig. 28 @), the apertur-s in 
the screen and accelerator a r e  equidistant from the centerline of the 
thrcster. When viewed perpendicular to a plane tangent to  the elec - 
trode surface at a given radius the screen aperture actually appears 
to lie outs'de the radius of the acclerator aperture by a distance d 
(tan o ) and therefore c l 4 e c t s  thc beamlet to au angle greater  than o 
as measured from the thruster center line. Figuro 28 (c )  illurstrates 
the eiectrode system when this misalignment is corrected. 'I'he 
beamlet naw pa zses K-ndeflected through the screen and accel apertures 
a t  an angle a with the centerline. If the screen dimension is redriced 
still furth:r. as shoun in Fig. 25 (d), the beamlets are eeflectcd toward 
*he centerline and may be made to lie parallel to the thrnster centerline. 
A i d l y  compentatcd electrode of the +)-pe shown i . Fig. 28 (d) should 
have no more divergence than a fiut electrode system with equivalent 
apelture diameter and spacings. The degree of reduction o r  compensa- 
tion of the ,<reen grid hole pattern reqclired to '. ector" the peripheral 
beamlets fr  - mininium thrust loss 1s depe..dent on the dish depth, 
ir.~,zelectrode spacing, and apertcre diameter. An iterative c o m p t e r  
technique was -:eveloped to evaluate grid compensation fo:- dished 
optics based on data for thrust vectoring by electrode misalignment. 
The results of the computation a r e  shown in  Fig. 29, where the com- 
pensation fartor i s  plotted as z function of dish depth for a fixed aperture 
diameter and grid spacing. Also shoum a r e  the approximate limits for 
s',iuctnral stability as well a s  for direct ion interception. Throughout 
che program a nominal dish depth of 2 cm was cansidered standard. 
Additio~al optic sets oC I -cm and 1.5-crn dish depth were also assembled 
and t-sted. Two compensation facters of 0.5% and 0.4% were used in 
asso iation with the 2- cm dish depth, while ihe corresponding factors 
fur  the 1-cm and 1.5-cm grids wci e a?. 25% and 3.35%. respectively. 
1. Planar Prsbe  Data 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the cornpensa- 
tion technique, dcta was initially taken with a large planar probe a r ray  
F i g .  29 .  Da ta  f o r  d e t e r m i n i n g  dished g r i d  compensat ion.  
located 48 cm from the thruster. The optics tested during #is period 
were those constructed under the Low Voltage 30-cm Ion Thruster Pro- 
gram and consisted of the vncompenaated set SN 623, and two compen- 
sated sets SN 636 and SN 4 3 8 .  For 31 testa conducted during this 
program, a screen ..itage of 1100 V was maintained while a 500 V 
potential was applied % the accelerator e lect r~de.  As seen in Fig. 30, 
there is a significant decrease in the beam width wit4 t\e use of com- 
pensated optics. The thrust factors shown in the figure a re  approximate, 
since the planar probiilg tedmique assumes L i k e  Lirruster a s  a point 
source. Thus, althongh beneficial for determiring relative changes 
in beam divergence, a planar probe cannot evaluate an absolute factor, 
o r  determine whether an exact degree of compensation has been 
achieyed. However, since dish depths of 1 cm and 2 cm were tested 
during this period, the compensation technique Itself was verified. 
Not only were the thrust losses reduced, b ~ t  the high degree of grid 
stability was maintained with minimum accelerator drain currents. 
2. Collimated Prbbe Data 
A s  mentioned previously, the ion extraction system 
must be evaluated not only in terms of its ion optical properties, but 
also in terms of optimum thruster performance. Tests conducted a t  
HRL and at NASA LeRC revealed that smaller diameter apertures, 
coupled with the discharge chamber modifications as  discussed i n  the 
prcceding sectio?, were sufficient to obtain the higher performance 
specifications required of the E M  thruster design. Thus, during the 
program redirection i t  was felt that thruster discharge performance 
w a s  of primary importance and that beam divergence could then be 
controlled by accel-decel ratio, and the successfully tested grid com- 
pensation technique. The EM thruster ion optical system design 
specifications a re  listed below. 
Screen a ,:,, .tiire diameter = 0.191 cm 
Accel aperture diameter = 0.152 cm 
Center -to-Center spacing = 0.22 1 cxrt 
Screen thick~ess  = 0.038 cm 
WCOY#IWSAT ED 6RID a 
S/V 623 FT = 0-93 
- 
-TED BW) - 
S/N 636 F, = 0.96 
- 
-TED 8RIO - 
S/N 630 F,* 0.98 
a 
C . U I # C A l E S ~ ~  
#MMCTED BY 
O O Y R m R V  
FOR Z = 4 6 c r  - 
- - 
F i g .  30. Comparison o f  downs2ream beam c u r r e n t  
d e n s i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n s  for compensated 
and uncompensated screen g r i d s .  
Accel thickness = 0.051 cm 
Dish depth = 2.1 cm 
Campensation = 0.5% 
Electrode spacing = 0.056 cm 
In ordnr to completely evaluate the newer systems, a more 
sophisticated probing technique was developed. T\e cmstruction of 
the E x B mass  separator probe proved to be a valuable tool not only 
for the double charged ion measurements but a lso for the beam 
divergence evaluation as well. A detailed description of the probe 
mechanism and the methods of data acquisition and analysis a r e  given 
in Appendix A. The basic probing technique was to focus on a suf- 
ficiently small  a r e a  of the accelerator grid at equally spaced radial 
positions, and to sample the ion current a t  each of these locations over 
a range of d i ~ p e r s i o n  angles. Figure 31 defines t!~e thruster and probe 
geometric parameters. r ,  R and 8 used in this discussion. This tech- 
nique eliminated the point source assumption and provided a more 
detailed description of ion trajectories. Four grid se ts  were tested 
during this period, SN 64C and S N  650, which were identical and were 
constructed to the specifications a s  listed above. Grid se t  SN 656 had 
similar dimenaions, but was dished to a depth of 1.5 cm with a cor-  
responding compensation factor of 0.35%. An additional set ,  SK 648, 
was also dished to 2 cm but was compensated a t  0.4%. Computer out- 
put t races  of data obtained with three of the grid sets  a r e  shown in 
Figs. 32, 33, and 34, where thr probe collector current is plotted as a 
function of dispersion angle with the thruster radial positi,-n a s  a param- 
eter. Both the single and the double ion proijles a r e  shorn. A number 
of beam and ion optical system parameters can be evaluated from such 
plots and each will now be discussed. 
F i rs t ,  the grid compensation factor can be verified. 
Figures 32 and 33 for optics 644 and 650 show that 
the curves peak a t  a relatively constant angle for the 
thruster radial positions indicated. Figure 34 is 
typical of grid sets  656 and 648, where there is a 
shift in the curves towards larger  positive angle 





F i g .  31 .  Diagram showing mass spectrometei-  p robe ,  
t h r u s t e r ,  and geomet r ic  parameters  used i n  
t h e  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  probe r e s u i t s .  
F i g .  32 .  Computer g e n e r a t e d  p l o t  o f  measured E x B  a n a l y z e r  
p robe  c u r r e n t s  a s  a f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e t a  f o r  r = 0 ,  
3 . 6 ,  7 . 3 ,  and 10.9 cm. Measurements made w i t h  
g r i d  s e t  SN 6 4 4  
F i g .  3 3 .  Computer g e n e r a t e d  p l o t  o f  measured E x B  a n a l y z e r  p r o b e  
c u r r e n t s  as a  f u n c t i o n  o f  8 f o r  r = 0 ,  3 . 6 ,  7 . 3 ,  and 
1 0 . 9  cm. Measurement  made w i t h  g r i d  set  SN 6 5 0 .  
I5 10 5 0 -5 -10 -15 -20 
0, degrees 
F i g .  3 4 .  Computer g e n e r a t e d  p l o t  o f  measured E x B  a n a l y z e r  
p r o b e  c u r r e n t s  a s  a f u n c t i o n  o f  6 f o r  r = 0 ,  3 . 6 ,  
7 . 3 ,  and 1 0 . 9  cm. neasurements  made w i t h  g r i d  
s e t  SN 656.  
These curves indicate an insufficient amount of 
compensation due either to increased interelectrode 
spacing o r  too low a compensation factor. Grids 
650 and 644, on the other hand, appear to be fairly 
well compensated with only the aperture effects 
contributing to beam divergence. 
The thrust vectoring in the direction of probe 
motion is the second factor which can be observed 
from the current versus angle plots. It can be seen 
that the r = o curves do not usually peak a t  exactly 
8 = 0, but rather,  a r e  slightly shifted, either posi- 
tive o r  negative, depending on the particular optics 
set. Slight variations in the alignment of the elec- 
trodes a r e  felt to be the major causes of this shift. 
The third parameter to be evaluated is the beam 
divergence thrust factor, which is defined as the 
ratio of the axial component of thrust to the thrust 
that would be obtained i f  a l l  ions were directed 
along the thruster axis. This parameter is 
dependent on current density, thruster radius, and 
dispersion angle (see Appendix A). The divergence 
thrust factors (FJ for the various grid sets  were 
computed and found to be 0.994 for optics 644 and 
650, while the corresponding factors for 656 and 
648 were 0.989 and 0.985, respectively. Thesz 
parameters remained relatively invariant to 
changes in beam level or discharge conditions. 
A final item of inserest which was observed from the 
curves for current versus angle was that the s i n g e  
ions were slightly more divergent thzn the double 
ions. This i s  shown in Fig. 35 where normalized 
profiles for both species a r e  plotted at  r = o. 
Tangential velocity components a t  the sheath can 
have an effect on the final ion trajectories,  and a s  
shown in Fig. 36 can account for the different diver- 
gent properties of the two species. The only way 
the tangential velocity components can be the same 
for both species, however, i s  for the double charged 
ions to be more axially directed. This suggests the 
existence of an axial potential gradient which would 
have a greater directionality effect on the double 
ions. 'Thus, the probing system used for these tests 
cannot only evaluate beam properties, but can give 
an insight into discharge chamber properties a s  
well. 
F i g .  3 5 .  N o r n a l  i zed c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  
f o r  e x p e r i m e n t a l  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  
A 9 ;  r = 0.  
F i g .  3 6 .  V e l o c i t y  d i a g r a m  f o r  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  A 8 .  
3 .  .4dditional Probe Data 
In order  to investigate the highest angle st which pr imary 
ions could be detected, a collimating total current  probe *.vas con- 
structed. The probe was positioned to view a smal l  area ( = 4  ac,el 
holes) a t  the periphery of the grid, since i t  was felt  that the highest 
divergence would occur at )$t Wasma boundary. The probe could then 
be rocated abcut this p i e r a  ma. of 90'. Figure 37 shows the 
probes angular relati- to the thruster.  Figure 38 shows an  output 
t race  of probe current  versus angle b r  grid SN 650. As can be seen, 
a smal l  amount of p r imaty  ion c u r m t  can be detected to approxi- 
mately 40 to 45O at  which pint  3 1niercepts the ground screen.  
0 Although the ion current beyond approximately 20 has  very little effert - 
on the total. thrust  factor,  i t  could have a damaging effect in t e rms  of 
sputtering erosion of spacecraft surfaces uniass accounted for in  space - 
craf t  design. 
D. Sum5 i r y  
The dished grid ion optical systems evaluated during die 
Advanced Technology Program have proven to be extremsly effective 
in the optimization 01 the EM thrustcr  design. Because of their  high 
s t ructural  stability, close electrode spacings could be maintained, 
thereby improving not only the system perveance but the discharge 
chamber efficiency a s  w&. The reduction of the center-to-center 
spacing of the screen aper tures  has been shown to be an effective 
means of compensating dip1-led grids to reduce thrust  losses.  Col . 
lirnaied probing techniques have verified the validity of the computed 
c~mpensa t ion  curves, and have shown the thrust  loss  for properly 
compewated grids to be l e s s  than 1%. 
\ 
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F i g .  3 7 .  . e o m e t r i c  c o n f i g u r a t i o n  o f  c o l l i m a t i n g  p r c b e  and  
t h r u s t e r  f i . r  . neasurement  c f  h i g h  a n g l e  p e r i p h e r a l  
b e a w l e t  t r a j e c t o r i e s .  
~ r r o s ~  WLE, 8, d.qsa 
Fig. 38. Collimated probe current versus angle 8 (Fig. 3 7 ) .  
IV. DOK3LE CHARGED ION MEASUREMENTS 
- Under the Advanced Technology Ion Thruster Program a 
comprehensive measurement of double charged ions in the beam of 
& the 30-cm thruster was performed for the first time. At the outset of 
the program i t  was anticipated that the thrust losses due to multicharged 
ion content were small and that only minor correction factors would 
result. Such was not the case, however, as sequential ionization 
processes were found to be dominant. Thus, considerable effort was 
expended in order to evaluate the multicharged ion content and to com- 
pute the various loss factors associated with thrust and propellant 
utili zrrtion. 
A. Measurement Technique 
A collimated mass spectrometer probe, complete with articu- 
lating and positioning mechanism, was used to provide separation of 
different charge species in the extracted ion beam. The probe unit 
could be positioned across the thruster diameter to collect current 
components over a range of angles from +40° to -40~ .  Samplings of 
single- and double-ion currents were collected from seven angular 
psi t ions a t  each of four equally spaced radial locations. These data 
were then computer analyzed to provide current distributions in the 
plane of the accelerator grid, a s  well a s  the effective thrust and thrust 
loss factors for beam divergence and double-ion content. -9 more 
detailed description of the E x B analyzer and the method of data analy - 
sis is given in the Appendix. The following section will summarize the 
results of this probing technique as  applied to multicharged ion 
evaluation. 
B. Preliminary - Probe Results 
During tho early stages of both probe and thruster development, 
a =*amber of experiments were performed in order to more fully 
characterize the thruster ion beam, and to determine all factors which 
must be considered in arriving a t  absolute correction factors. It was 
during this period that the interdependence of thruster stability d 
spectrometer output t races was resolved, whereby large Qltctuations 
in the discharge chamber caused a degradation in the probe's separa- 
tion capability. Outgassing of the probe was also investigated to ensure 
that no charge-exchange reactions were occurrnng within the collimating 
section. The adverrt of dished grid ionoptical systems vrrith associated 
compensation techniques added a degree of complexity to the probing 
system, and it was soon discovered that the angular distribution of 
both single and double ions must be examined. Interrelated with beam 
divergence due to grid curvature was the divergence due to aperture 
effects and accel-decel ratio which also encouraged the examinat i~n of 
the angular dependence for each ion species. 
A strong radial dependence of multicharged ion ratios was 
suspected a t  the outset of the program and this was confirmed in subse- 
quent tests where probe measurements of the ratio of double- to singie- 
ion current were made a t  various thruster radial positions. Measure- 
ments of the ratio of single to double charged ion species were made 
in the plane of the probe a s  shown previously in Fig. 31. These 
measurements a r e  converted to absolute current density values through 
use of the computerized data reduction ~echnique, and a total current 
densitv distribution measured near the plane of the accelerator. Taking 
into account the angular dependence at  each radial location, the double- 
to-single-ion current density ratio is plotted a s  a function of total cur- 
rent density and tne results shown in Fig. 37. Not only is this ratio 
a strong function of the total current density (approximately propor- 
tional to the square of the total current density) but the ratio also 
increases with decreasing beam current a t  any given total current 
densitl-. Since the lower values of total current density shown cor- 
respond to larger radii for the higher beam current values, this 
latter observation also supports the sequential ionization theory in 
that the ion density is known to decrease a t  larger radii, whereas, the 
neutral density variation with radius is thought to be relatively small. 
I t  is reasonable to assume that continuing to increase beam current 
would produce curves like those of Fig. 39 with approximately the same 
F i g .  39. R a t i o  o f  double  t o  s i n g l e  i o n  c u r r e n t  
d e n s i t y  as  f u n c t i o n  o f  t o t a l  i o n  c u r r e n t  
d e n s i t y  w i t h  t o t a l  beam c u r r e n t  as a 
parameter .  
slope, but shifted to slightly higher current densities. Extrapolating 
the maxima of the family of curves shown implies that the single and 
2 double ion currents become equal at approximately 9 mAIcm total 
current density. Assuming that the re1 stionship between maximum 
total current density and beam current is the same a s  indicated by 
Fig. 39, this current density corresponds to a beam current of approxi- 
mately 3.2 A. The contribution of triply charged ions would also be 
expected to become significant under these circumstances, and would 
have to be accounted for a s  well. 
Another experiment was performea to determine whether 
measurement of double ion ratios is influenced by the distance that the 
measurement is made downstream from the thruster. It was felt that 
i f  any ionii stion reactions occur in the beam i t  would be possible to 
determine the extent of such processes by collecting data at  several 
axial as well a s  radial locations. The data in Table 15 show that the 
double-to single-charge 1 ion ratio is independent of axial position and 
that the probe could be '.ocated at  any desired downstream location 
consistent with collimator viewing area  at  the accelerator grid. 
TABLE 15 
Ratio of Double to Single Charged Ion Current As Function of 
Thruster Radius and Axial Position 
One last experiment was undertaken to determine a l l  of the 
ionization reactions which were taking place in the thruster discharge 
chamber and to evaluate the thresholds for these reactions before pro- 
ceeding with the more complete double ion documentation. This was 
done while maintaining the probe position on the centerline of the 
thruster where maxinmm current ratios would be obtained. It was 
found that a s  discharge current was increased at fixed beam level and 
discharge voltage, the ratio of double-to single-ion current density 
approached a constant value. This was expected, since the thruster 
operates well above the "knee" of the dischzrge loss versus propellant 
utilization characteristics unckr this condition and the total ion density 
approaches a constant level. Thus, a t  a fixed beam current and with 
high discharge losses (230 to 240 eV/ion), the discharge voltage was 
varied over the range of stable operation. The results a r e  shown in 
Fig. 40, where the threshold for the production of double-charged ions 
is extrapolated to a discharge voltage of approximately 23 V. Because 
the cathode plasma potential is about 5 to 10 V, the actual electron 
energy is considered to be 2 to 5 V less  than the anode voltage. Thus. 
the extrapolated value is in good agreement with the known threshold 
of 19 V for sequential ionization from the single charged state. The 
agreement is also good for triple i a ~ z e d  mercury where thz threshold 
for the production of triple-charged ions from the double ionic state 
was found to be approximately 33 V. TJecause of the slight shift in  
slope of the double ion curve, it was felt that ionization from the 
atomic state was occurring a t  potentials above 30 V. This is repre- 
sented by the dzshed line in Fig. 40. This contribution, however, was 
felt to be relatively small. Thus, the sequential ionization processes 
were confirmed as being the major contr ibut io~ to multiple ion 
formation. 
C. Thrust Loss Evaluation 
During the preliminary testing, the discharge voltage and beam 
current were two parameters found to have the greatest influence on 














DISCHARGE VOLTAGE. VD, V 
F i g .  40. Maxi mum mu1 t i p l e  i cn c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  r a t i o s  
i n  t h e  Hughes 30-cm t h r u s t e r .  
efficiency. By operating at constant discharge loss  (eV/ion), the 
variation of 'a1 thruster efficiency in t e rms  of these two parameters 
could then be evaluated. Using the measurement technique discussed 
in Appendix A, the data for Fig. 41 was obtained, where the ratio of 
double to total ion current is plotted as a function of discharge voltage 
with Learn current a s  parameter. The associated correction factors 
a r e  listed in Table 16, along with the measured propellant efficiencies 
a t  each point, where cr is the ratio of actual thrust to thrust computed 
from metered current and voltage, and @ is the ratio of actual to 
measured propellant utilization (as defined in Section 11). As can be 
seen, an increase in discharge voltage led to an increase in propellant 
efficiency, but also caused an increased double charged ion content. 
The parameter quo2 is directly proportional to the total thruster 
efficiency and is plotted a s  a function of discharge voltage, as shown 
in Fig. 42. Thus, the total efficiency approached a maximum value in 
the 40 to 4 1 V range, and above thesc voltages any further gains in 
propellant efficiencies were nullified by the double charged ion con- 
tribution. Also, a t  voltages graater  than 40 V the triple chargzd ion 
contribution may become significant and is not censidered in these curves. 
The above data were obtained using thruster SN 403, which was 
a pre-EM thruster design, and optics set  SN 644. In order to extendthe 
evaluation to 3M thruster designs, data was collected with thrusters 
SN 301 -A and SN 301 -B with the various optic sets  mentioned in Sec- 
tion 111. The results a r e  shown in Table 17. The data is consistent 
with variations in propellant efficiency a s  well a s  with the data obtained 
with thruster SN 403. Thruster operation with grid set  SN 656 (shallow 
dish) produced data which show a decrease in 'mass utilization and an 
associated reduction in double ion content. The reduction in double 
charged ion production, however, was not sufficient to result in a net 
increase in total thruster efficiency. On the other hand, operation with 
the decreased accel transmission grid set  (NASA 35) showed a sig.3ificant 
increase in propellant utilization without a proportional increase in 
multicharged ions. The net result was an increase ir. total thruster 
efficiency, and again demonstrate6 the type of unpredictable effects 
geometric changes, particularly in the ion optical system, can have on 
both thruster efficiency and thrust correction factors. 
DISCHARGE VOLTAGE, VDIS, V 
F i g .  41 .  R a t i o  o f  d o u b l e  t o  t o t a l  i o n  c u r r e n t  as a  
f u n c t i c n  o f  d i s c h a r g e  v o l t a g e  and beam 
c u r r e n t .  
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DISCHARGE YDLTAGE, Vw,, V 
F i g .  4 2 .  E f f i c i e n c y  p a r a m e t e r  a s  f u n c t i o n  o f  
d i s c h a r g e  v o l t a g e .  
TABLE 16 
Efficiency Factors  
D. Discussion and Conclusions 
The above testing served to identify a number of parameters  
which a r e  dominant in affecting ionization processes in electron 
bombardment thrusters.  The f i r s t  and most obvious parameter i s  the 
ionization cross-section which i s  dependent on primary electron energy. 
Cross-section curves for the reactions indicated a r e  shown in Fig. 4 3 .  
These curves a r e  approximations based on the Gryzinski analysis as  
well a s  experimental data, and correlate well with the data of F lg. 40.  
Thus, a reduction of double ion content could be accomplished by 
lowering the discharge voltage. However, this would also reduce the 
efficiency of producing single ions thus penalizing total thruster  
efficiency. 
The second parameter of interest  in the formation of double 
ions i s  the co. tainment time. This i s  the time a particle of given 
charge state spends in the discharge plasma (also a measure  of plasma 
TABLE 17 
Efficiency Factors at Constant Vdis = 37 V. ev/ion = 185 
Thruster 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
ELECTRON ENERGY, eV 
F i g .  4 3 .  C r o s s  s e c t i o n  c u r v e s  f o r  r e a c t i o n s  shown.  
volume to s d c c  area). Examination of neutral partide residence 
time is famd to be about 10 '3 to lo4 r Used ou the following 
assumptions: 
Neutral atoms have thermal velocity correspond- 
ing to temperature of discharge chamber walls 
Volume collisions are  nc ~Pigihle 
a Mean distance traveled from boudary to boundary 
is several centimeters . 
Volume collisions do occur, however, and have been estimated 7 
5 6 
at 4 x 10 / r for electron-atom interactions and 2 x 10 1s for electron- 
ion interactions under typical discbrge coadil:ons. These collision 
frequencies are expected to vary with thruster geometry- and operating 
cm-ditions as do other parameters. However, ii the ratio of rlectron- 
i= to electron-atom interactions remains uxibalanced in thic pre- 
dmninance, i t  can be seen that the double ionization becomes signifcant 
+never the percentage of ionization is increased. Consequently, it 
appears that high propellan? utilization and low double ionization are  
mutually exdusive unless a means can be found to remove ions from 
the discharge volume by way of the ion extraction system at a much 
higher rate a n  neutral atoms leave the thruster (by- the same path). 
One such means has been demonstrated with the use of a grid system 
(NASA 35) where transmission for ions is very high while that for 
neutrals is low. This resulted in the improved thruster total efficienq- 
as mentioned above, 
A determination of electron, ion, and neutral particle densities 
is a third means of evaluating the multiple ion formation in 30-cm 
thrusters, In general, increases in electron or  single ion densities 
or a reduction in neutral density tend to enhance the production of 
double-charged ions. For a fmed thruster configuration, operating 
parameters such as discharge voltage, discharge current, beam cur- 
rent, mass utilization, and axel-decel ratio are of prime importance, 
effect of discharge voltage and beam current on the total double ion 
content was shown in Fig. 4 1, As discussed previously, both single 
and double ionization cx oss sections are a function 02 discharge 
voltage leading to similar variations in the ion density distributions. 
Thus, a given thruster condition cannot be evaluated simply in terms 
of the double ion content, but must be evaluated in terms of single ion 
performaqce as  well, 
V. POWER CONDITIONER/ THRUSTER INTERACTIONS 
The primary goal of the power conditioner/ thruster interacvion 
investigation was to verify or  modify the power conditioner and control 
specifications set forth under the earlier Low Voltage Thruster Pro- 
gram (NAS 3-14140) for operation of the EM thruster design. Most of 
this activity was carried out with the laboratory version of the EM 
thruster design a s  represented by thruster SN 301 -A/B described in 
Section II. A s  discussed below, only- a few minor variations in the 
power conditioning/coutrol system were required to obtain satisfactory 
thruster operation under stable control over the full range of operation 
from cold start through fu l l  power operation. These specifications, 
verified here, and incorporated into the test console used in *be 
endurance testing of the prototype EM thruster (SN 701) (Contract 
NAS 3 -15523) have provided completely automatic control over the 
test including several emergency- shutdowns and restarts initiated 
b)- test facility malfunctions. 
This section also includes a brief discussim of discharge current 
oscillations and the observer! effects on the power conditioner. While 
these oscillations have not been proven detrimental to thruster efficiency 
or other aspects of thruster performance, they -re troublesome in 
achieving repeatable control characteristics and place mor stringent 
requirements on power csnditioner regulation circuitry. Alrhough the 
discharge chamber parameters responsible for the current oscillations 
have heen somewhat narrowed down, and relatively low level oscilla- 
tions have been achieved, no design modifications can be recommended 
a t  tnis time which will assure elimination or reduction of discharge cur- 
rent oscillations. 
A. Power Conditioning System De scription 
The three-bay test console shown in Fig. 44 was developed to 
provide a portable power processing a.~d control system for testing 
30-cm thrusters. The major elements of the total system a re  the 
power processor unit, the thruster control system consisting of the 

sequencer and controller, and the various units which comprise the 
instrumentation. A description of -ach of these elements is presented 
i~ the following subsections. 
1. Power Processing Unit (PPU) 
P r i m e  propulsion th rus te rs  a s  typified by the 30-cm ion 
' .  . lruster require between 10 and 12 sources  of regulated voltage and 
zurrent to achie;*e and maintain an  operational run state. The power 
processing circuitry contained in the tes t  console for powering such 
1 hrusters  during their  development and evaluation testing was imple- 
mented with flight-type circuit designs and is comprised of 11 supplies. 
; :ach is remotely programmable on either voltage or  current  over i t s  
dl output power range with a 0 to 5 Vdc input signal. In addition, each 
~ ~ r o v i d e s  0 to  5 Vdc telemetry signals a t  system common which a r e  
proportional to the output voltage and current  of the supply. 
Table 18 l is ts  the major  design features of the supplies ir, the 
pc#wer processing unit. 
2 .  Control System 
The thruster control system may best  be described by 
listing the tasks  it is called upon to  perform: 
(1) Open-loop manual control of each supply 
( 2 )  Closed-loop control of selected supplies based upon 
voltage and current  telemetry derived from the P P U  
(3 Automatic high voltage overload detection and 
recycle c i rcui t iy  a s  well a s  additional automatic 
corrective response capabilities 
(4 A ~ t c m a t i c  thruster  startup and shutdown capability 
(5) Sufficient control capability to allow parametr ic  studies 
to be car r ied  out. 
A simplified block diagram of the thruster  control system i s  
p-esented in Fig. 45. The interface between the control system and 
i ts  load, i. e. , the PPUIthruster combination is represented by the 
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F i g .  45 .  T h r u s t e r  c o n t r o l  system. 
t raversing this interface do so  in the form of 0 to 5 V analog signals. 
This highly standardized interface allows great  flexibility in the choice 
of controller circuit  configurations. 
3. Controller 
The controller is designed to stand a1or.e and to be fully 
operational in the a b s e n ~ e  of any direction from either the sequencer 
o r  the computer. In this mode the controller performs the following 
functions: 
(1 ) Open loop, manual control of the P P U  on an 
individual supply basis 
( 2  ) Closed-loop control of the neutralizer,  discharge 
voltage and beam current  via the neutralizer 
vaporizer, cathode vaporizer, and main vaporizer 
supplies, respectivell- 
(3)  Automatic high voltage overload detection of the 
sc reen  and accelerator supplies a s  well a s  auto- 
matic cutback and recy-cling of these and other 
supplies in the event of such an  overload 
(4 ) Standardized sequencer and computer interface 
capability. 
4. Sequencer 
Although the controller described in the previous section 
provides the necessary capability to  operate the thruster  during steady - 
state conditions, i t  lacks the ability to automatically- direct  the startup 
and shutdown of the ion engine. The startup procedure selected for 
implementing the sequencer i s  a five-segment command sequence which 
brings the thruster  in stages from a cold s t a r t  to a ful l~ ,pperat ional  
4 v  
state. Th: shutdown selected i s  accomplished in onlb- two steps and 
i s  intendcd to maintain unifor--ter5$ rature distribution throughout the 
engine struct.ureduring cooling. 
-0 
/#- ** 
F -' Although each sequence (startup o r  shutdown) is  initiated only 
1 -** * - j_.  ..- -*-- by means of an external command, the decision to advance from one 
' 1  staga to the next within a given sequence i s  based upon time and 
I telemetry information. 
j 
5. Instrumentation 
The instrumentation included a s  an integral par t  of the 
tes t  console is varied and reasonably extensive. Instrumentation for 
monitoring the various dc output voltages and current  of the power 
processor just pr ior  to routing the power to the th rus te r  is located in 
the right-hand bay directly above the power processing unit. The 
voltages and currents  of the discharge, accelerator,  and screen sup- 
plies a r e  monitored with calibrated 5 in. *l$% mi r ro red  scale meters .  
Other dc parameters ,  cathode and neutralizer keeper voltages and cur -  
rents,  neutralizer coupling voltage, neutralizer emission cur rent. and 
the current  between the power processor common and facility ground 
a r e  measured with 2 in. *3% meters .  All of the above metering is 
assembled into the form of a meter  panel in which the meters  a r e  sub- 
mounted because of the high voltages behind plexiglass fo r  operator 
safety. 
A 16-channel true r m r  dad. ,cquisiiion system is employed for 
monitoring the 5 kHz pulsewidtk m,dulated square wave outputs of the 
six h e a t e r f v a ~ o r i z e r  supplies. The data signal inputs to the r m s  Data 
System a r e  derived from isolated voltage and current  instrumentation 
t ransformers  located a t  the power output leads of the individual supply 
modules. The heater current o r  voltage t c  be monitored i s  selected 
by a multipole pushbutton switch on the front panel of the instrument, 
o r  by an external binary code 4-bit word. Each channel has ar; 
attenuator pad to scale the incoming ac  signal for calibrating the r m s  
conversion. The output of the r m s  converter i s  routed to a 5 in. f 1% 
mirrored  scale meter  for manual data c o l l e ~ t i o r ~  by an  operator. An 
additional buffered output is  provided for remote readout when collect - 
ing data under computer control. 
B. Control Specifications for EM Thruster  
1. Steady State Beam Current,  Discharge Voltage and 
Neutralizer Control Loops 
- --  
The steady-state control loops implemented in the HRL 
3 Bay power conditioning system a r e ,  with minor exceptions, very 
s imilar  to those employed in the ear l i e r  model power conditioning system 
used in the Low Voltage 30-cm Ion Thruster  program NAS 3-14140. In 
particular the beam current  controller and discharge voltage controller 
a r e ,  except for  minor ~ r a l i n g  changes to allow oper?.tion a t  higher beam 
current,  almost identical and the reader  i s  referred to this ea r l i e r  
report  f o r  detailed descriptions of these subsystems. As previousij- 
described, stable beam current i s  maintained by proportional control 
of the main vaporizer power supply using an e r r o r  signal obtained by 
comparing sensed beam current with a beam reference signal. Stable 
discharge witage i s  maintained by proportional control of the cathode 
vaporizer supply using an e r r o r  signal obtained by comparing sensed 
discharge voltage with a discharge voltage refezznce signal. 
The operation of the neutralizer i s  somewhat different than 
before, since the neutralizer heater i s  now separated from the neutralizer 
vaporizer heater. An additional heater supply, having identical power 
capability a s  the other five heater supplies, has been included to operate 
the neutralizer cathode heater and i s  not part  of the proportional control 
loop. Otherwise, the neutralizer control loop i s  virtually the same a s  
before. Neutralizer keeper voltage, VNK, i s  the only quantity available 
for control of the neutralizer vaporizer and coupling of neutralizer e lec-  
trons into the beams. A s  before, neutralizer keeper voltage i s  main- 
tained by proportional control of the neutralizer vaporizer supply using 
an e r r o r  signal obtained by comparing sensed V with a preset  voltage NK 
reference signal. Each of the three control loops has a trimpot for 
adjusting maximum loop limit level to prevent or minimize the tendency 
for the thruster to reach unstable portions of thruster  t ransfer  
characterist ics.  
Analytical determinations of the accuracy , response and stability 
of these three control loops cannot be made without the detailed knowledge 
of smal l  and large signal thruster transfer characterist ics and their 
functional dependence on many thruster ope ra t ional  parameters .  
Measurement of these t ransfer  characterist ics was not attempted under 
this program. 
The control loop configuratims and t ransfer  gains of those 
elements in the power conditioning have been empirical ly determined 
t o  give the bes t  overall  resul ts  in  t e r m s  of propellant and e lect r ica l  
efficiencies and smooth, reliable operation in experience over 
several  thousand hours of thrus ter  operatior.. 
2. Thruster  Start  Up and Shutdown Sequence 
As mentioned previously, the HRL P P U  console has  imple- 
mented within i t  a fully automatic s tar tup sequencer, which allows 
reliable cold thrus ter  s tar tup to a stable run level based on t ime and 
telemetry information. A sequential flow diagram, together with the 
various supply warm up and run level setpoints, is shown in  Fig. 46. 
The supply cur ren t  and voltage values c ~ r r e s p o n d i n g  to the various 
setpoints a r e  shown in  Tabie 19. The sequencer provides for  manual 
override of automatic stateword selection to any other des i red s ta te  o r  
manual hold of a given state for  a n  a rb i t r a ry  period of time. In addi- 
tion, the sequencer pl-ovides for  thrus ter  fault recovery in the event of 
a keeper o r  discharge ignition loss,  a s  shown on the flow diagram. 
High voltage overload recycling is accomplished in  other c i rcui t ry  and 
will be discussed separately.  
A typical t ime progression of events f rom cold s t a r t  initiation 
to  steady state closed loop run level is depicted in Fig. 47. 
The sequencer a l so  provides for  ordered thrus ter  shutdown to 
maintain uniform thrus ter  cooling. This se.luence was not evaluated with 
the E M  thrus ter  design. 
3. Eiigh Voltage Overload Recovery 
Additional circuitry has  been included in the control sy s -  
tem to provide recycling f rom high voltage overload. A typical t ime 
profile of high voltage recycle events i s  shown in Fig. 48. Irnprove- 
ments which have been incorporated in the overload recycle (OLRC) 
implementation Include: 
Raising of cathcde keeper cur ren t  setpoint until high 
voltage has been res tored 
TABLE 19 
Setpoint C h a r t  
Off S P  1 SP2 SP3 
Main Vapor izer  0 A 1. OA 0. 8 A  0. 3A 
Cathode Vapor i ze r  0 A 1.5A - - 
Neutra l izer  Vapor i ze r  0 A 1. 5A - - 
Acce le ra to r  
Sc reen  
Main I so la tor  
Ccthode Iso la tor  
Discharge  
Cathode Hea te r  
OV -5OOV 
ov 1 l0OV - 
OA 1.9A - - 
. outboard var iab le  supply - 
0 A 10A 0.75A 
OA 4 .4A - - 
Neut ra l i ze r  Hea te r  OX 5. OA - - 
Cathode Keepe r  OA 0. 5A 0. 8A - 
Neut ra l i ze r  Keepe r  OA 1.3A - 3 .  OA 
Magnetic Baffle * outboard var iab le  supply - 
Rais ing  of neu t r a l i ze r  keepe r  c u r r e n t  setpoint  
until  high voltage has  been r e s t o r e d  
Maintaining the d ischarge-ca thode  vapor i ze r  loop 
ac t ive  dur ing  r ecyc le  while changing the loop 
r e fe rence  setpoint.  
I t  was  found to  be d e s i r a b l e  to  r a i s e  the keepe r  c u r r e n t s  dur ing  
b t r i p  and OLRC t o  prevent  l o s s  of k e e p e r  ignition. Although t h e r e  i s  
no undisputable explanation fo r  i t ,  th i s  technique effectivelb- e l imina te s  
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F i g .  48. High voltage recycle v g l t a g e  versus t i m e .  
The discharge  voltage OLRC configuration was chosen t o  minimize  
o r  eliminate d ischarge  voltagc overshoot  which ~ c c u r r e d  rir? high volt- 
age  reapplication. Since the  d ischarge  impedance is lower cnder  S e a m  
off conditions, this partictilar implementation makes  flow control  dur-  
ing OLRC m o r e  p rec i se  so tnat the  d ischarge  impedance preceding high 
5-dtage application will be the s a m e  as the s teady-s ta te  run level. 
C. Dischareo Oscillations - Cause and Effect 
Severe  modulation >f tile d ischarge  c u r l  -nt had been observed 
ea r ly  i-3 the p rogram d-ring nperation 3f the r a d k l  h-jbrid m a g w t i c  
field d ischarge  chamber. The modulation was pr imar i ly  a n  osci l lat ion 
i-I discharge cur ren t  at a frequency of about 8;tO Hz. This  osc-Xatory 
behavior was at tr ibuted to  excessive magnetic  field s t rength  ill the 
"baffie gap" which isolates the cathode and main  riischar e plasmas. 
Its principal effect was modulation of tae ion beam and a d v e r s e  in te r -  
action with th rus te r  control loops, At this frequency, control loop 
Er ro r  s ignals  were  continuously driving the power cdnditioningto respond 
t a  the oscillating discharge \.oltage, beam ca r ren t ,  and neut ra l izer  
keeper voltage. As a consequence the osci l lat ion was a l s o  manifested 
a s  a relatively I-ar;? osci!lation in c a r r e n t  sapplied by the dc  power 
supply which s imula tes  ?ne so la r  panel bus. This factor ,  as much a s  
anv. resulted ia discontinuing the developr=lent on the radial  hybrid d i s -  
chars?  chamber  geometry. 
Ear ly  i n  the development of the divergillg magnr t ic  geametry  
dischzrge chamber ,  a frequency spec t rum analysis  of all tn rus te r  c u r  - 
rents  was made and no osci l latory Eehavior was observed. As  i3 the 
detection of the oscillation in the radia l  hybrid gcometry,  a secondary  
symptom f i r s t  disclosed the presence  of a d ischarge  cur ren t  asci l lat ion 
uader this  program. During a routine power p rocessor  checkout, a 
relatively high ~~.:rnbc-r  of Iligh voltage recycles  were  experienced with- 
out any e-yidence of breakdown i~ the gr id  sys tem.  Obser.,-ation 3 f  d i s -  
c h a r g ~  voltage and cur ren t  waveforms produced osci l lographs l ike those 
sho\in in Fig. 49. While i: i s  difficul- to d i s c e r n  i l l  the o ~ c i l l o g r a ~ p h s  

shown, the discharge voltage and current  waveforms a r e  shifted i n  
phase and the oscillation has relatively repetitive behavior a t  a f r e -  
quency of 22 to 23 kHz. In Fig. V-6 (a), the oscillation in discha.-ge 
current  var ies  between 6 A and 14 A with an average value of 7 . 5  ,Z 
(which the meters  indicate). As magnetic baffle current  is increased, 
oscillation frequency and amplitude increase  (see Fig. 49 (b) and (c)). 
Under certain conditions, current  supplied by tke discharge supp!f 
(including beam current)  can exceed the overload level of 20 A on 
extreme peak values, initiating a n  overload recycle. Akhough complete 
elimination of this type of oscillatory behavior would be preferable, 
oscillations may be fundamental to efficient operation 3f hollow cathode 
thrusters  of this general d e s i ~ n  and, therefore, maintaining the ampli-  
tude and frequency ia  a tolerable range may be a ~ l e c e s s a r y  compromise. 
Although control loops a t e  not seriously perturbed by this type 
of oscillation, the set point reference values which provide control loop 
e r r o r  signals seem to require readjustment periodically to maintain 
the reference quantities under control. Discharge voltage seems  most  
&fected, and neutralizer keeper voltage seems  leas t  affected. This behav- 
i o r  is thought to result  f rom variations in the oscillation waveform, both 
with t ime and from thruster  to thruster.  Figure 50 shows an example 
of the osci?lation waveforms for  another thruster  of the same generic 
design. Since the csntrol  circuitry senses  an  e r r o r  signal continuously, 
in proportion to the waveforms shown, the control loop response resul ts  
in some form of averaging a s  a result  of vaporizer thermal response. 
These a r e  the only detrimental effects which have b t en  attributed 
to the discharge current oscillations. No deterioration in electrical  
o r  propellant efficiency has been related to these oscillations, nor has 
ciouble-charged ion production been found to increase signifcantly a s  a 
result  of the corresponding dischargc voltage oscilhtion.  Near tbe 
close of this program, and continuin2 under Hughes internal research  
and development program, discharge parameters r e s p n s i b l e  for these 
current oscillations have been explored. Figure 51 shows modifications 
to the experimental thruster  which facilitate variations in the cathode 
pole piece and baffle support geometry. A number of thruster  
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Fig. 51. Schematic d r q w i ~ g  o f  versatile electromagnet 
thruster configuration. 

VI. THRUSTER COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY 
~evelopnent of component technology was not originally included 
among the goals for this program; however, it became necessary to 
participate in some tompor~snt development to fully evaluate the EM 
thruster design. This consisted primarily of initial testing of new com- 
ponent designs with modification~ when necessary. In some instances 
several iterations on new component designs were required to obtain 
satisfactory thruster operation. The discussion here i s  restricted to 
final component configurations and successful fabrication or assembly 
techniques evaluated under this program. 
Ion Optic?' Systems 
Description and specifications of the ion optical systems 
developed are discussed in Section 111. The discussion here relates 
to fabrication and assembly techniques which were found essential to 
successful thruster operation with the dished grid ion optical system. 
Most of these findings nave been incorporated in the assembly pro- 
cedures generated under the EM thruster program. 
1. Initial Assembly of Electrodes 
Foremost in the initial assembly cf the dished grid ion 
optical system is the achievement ~f conformal surfaces over the 
active portion of the accelerator system (grids should be in good contact 
when placed together without spacers). Secondly, both electrodes 
should be free of internal stresses and the peripheral flat areas should 
be planar so that good contact is made when the electrode is placed on 
a surface plate. If these conditions are met, it should be possible to 
assemble the electrodes on the mounting system shown in Section 111 
with good alignment, grid-to-grid spacing, and thermal stability. 
These conditions cannot always be achieved, even with several attempts 
at s r r e s s  zeiieving; i n  this case ,  the completion of a useful a s sembly  
is improbu blc. 
The  next cr i t ica l  s t e p  is the at tachment of the stiffeniag r ings 
to the e lec t rodes  which mus t  be  accomplished without distort ing them 
o r  building in internal  s t r e s s c  -. This has  been done succesofully by 
furnace brazing in a rigid support  s t ruc tu re  o r  by fasteniqg with 
0- 80 screws.  The l a t t e r  technique was p re fe r red  fo r  a s sembl ies  
used exclusively under this program, because it is f a s t e r  and has  less 
r i sk  involved. (The success  of furnace brazing an assembly  of this  
s i ze  r equ i res  careful  control o v e r  z number of conditions. ) 
2. Prepara t ion  of the Mounting St ructure  
Having successfidly assembled the e lec t rodes ,  the next 
requirement i s  to  adjust  thc support rink to  pzovide planar su r faces  
for  mounting. In principle this is accomplished by the rigid tub-ular 
s t ruc tu re ,  however a significant amount 3f adjustment of the s c r e e n  
gr id  brackets  and accel  insulators  is  necessa ry  to obtain the support  
s t ruc ta re  in c o r r e c t  alignment. No infallible technique was found to 
insure  accura te  assembly  of the tubular support  r i q  and e lec t rode  
mour?ting brackets ,  and an al ternat ive has been developed under 
internal programs and tested brief ly nea r  the c lose  of this program.  
This m ~ u n t i n g  s t ruc tu re  and the complete g r id  s y s t e m  assembly  a r e  
shown in Figs. 53 and 54. Fur the r  evaluation is requi red;  however, 
this  mounting promises  to el iminate much of the uncertainty exper -  
ienced in obtaining plane, paral lel  support  f o r  the s c r e e n  and acce l  
electrodes.  
3. Final Assembly and Alignment 
Final assembly  requi res  accura te  api.rture alignment o r  
beam vectoring occurs.  Since the s c r e e n  and acce l  electrode nole 
pat terns a r e  psrpcsely misaligned to compensate for  beam divergence, 
this alignment is not t r iv ia l  and a numbcr of techniques were  t r i ed  
unsuccessfully. The techr~ique which has been mos t  successful  aligns 









































































































accurately drilling alignment holes in the outer, inactive mounting a r ea .  
An alignment tool inserted in these  alignment holes a s s u r e s  aper ture  
alignment when the electrodes a r e  assembled on tEe mounting structure.  
Adjustment of the electrode spacing ia relatively simple if the 
support s tructure mounts a r e  plzae, parallel and the electrodes a r e  
conformal. The acclera tor  spacers  a r e  al l  cut to the same length s o  
that the nominal accel  to grid electrode spacing i s  0. :.5 to 0.07 c m  
in the central  region, and the assembly spacing i s  documented by m ea -  
suring the s r  cing at the locations shown in Fig. 55 with wire "feeler" 
gages. If any of the spacings measured on the 4.5-cm radius c i rc le  
fall outside this tolerance, it is necessary to attempt to "adjust" the 
spacing by using washer shaped shims on the accel  mounts and 
remeasuring until satisfactory spacing uniformity is achieved. 
Reproducible performance f rom grid sc t to grid se t  has been es tab-  
lished by use of this technique, though it may take numerous i terat ions 
to achieve the required spacing uniformity i f  the use of shims i s  
necessaTy. 
4. Initial Operation of Ion Optical System 
Initial operation of the ion optical sys tem i s  usually 
acconipanied by frequent breakdown between the electrodes and can 
result  in permanent damage if some caution i s  not exerc ised during a 
"breakin" period. This period is significantly shortened if the e lec-  
trodes have been lightly electropolished and ca r e  has  been t ~ X e n  to  
keep them f ree  from dust, mois ture ,  and other volatile contaminants. 
Initial operation a t  total voltages of 1000 to 1200 V and beam currents  
of 1 A to 1 .5  A for  several  hours in good ambient vacuum ( less  than 
- 6 5 x 10 t o r r )  was found to minimize breakdown between the electrodes 
during the run-in period. 
B. Discharge Chamber and Subassemblies 
Redesign of the discharge chamber under the Low Voltage 30 -ern 
Thruster  Program introduced several  changes in component designs 
30 cm OPTICS ASSEMBLY RECORD 
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F i g .  5 5 .  F i n a l  g r i d  s p a c i n g  d a t a  s h e e t .  
intended to a l t e r  the thermal  cha rac te r i s t i c s  of the thrus ter .  Initial 
evaluation and design i terat ions were  performed under this program. 
P r i m a r y  considerations were operability within E M  th rus te r  power 
p rocessor  specifications and the rmal  ~ h a r a c ~ e r i s t i c s  which sat'efied 
design cr i te r ia .  The thrus ter  investigated was described e a r l i e r  in 
Section I1 and incorporated the new componer.t designs and aluminum 
support beams,  but did not include a l l  t i tanium constrilction and gimbcrl 
mounts a s  designated for  the E M  th rus te r  d ischarge  chamber.  
1. Thrus te r  Cathode 
The cathode design proposed for  inclusion in the EM 
th rus te r  had two new fea tures  which required veri5,ation. F i r s t ,  the 
main  th rus te r  cathode was thermally isolated f rom the e l e c t r i r a l  i so -  
l a to r  and new the rmal  charac ter is t ics  were  anticipated. Secondly, 
the cathode heater  design had been changed f r o m  a brazed on swaged 
heater  to a f lame sprayed type. This  requi red  the development of a 
new thermal  model  to provide gl idance in locating the cathode inse r t  
s o  that acceptable tempera ture  ( 8 0 0 ~ ~ )  i s  not exceeded under .starting 
o r  rucning conditions. 
A s e r i e s  o: cathode the rmal  profiles,  both in bell  j a r  t e s t s  and 
in  operating th rus te r s ,  were  obtained a t  H R L  and a t  LeRC with cathodes 
of essential lv this design. F r o m  this data a semiempir ica l  thermal  
model has been derived and used to effect a the rmal  balance for  the 
cathode under various operating conditions. This data i s  p r e s e ~ t e d  
i n  F izs .  56, 57 and 58. The data has a l so  been used to es t imate  the 
t h e r m a l  profile along the cathode under various conditions a s  shown 
i n F i g ,  59. Perhaps  the  most  important  points to  note heL-e e that 
when heated by the discharge there  i s  a l a r g e  (-150'~) t empera td re  
gradient  between the cathode and the inse r t  due to the limited conduction 
along the cathode tube under the heater  and that there i s  a l so  a l a r g e  
the rmal  gradient along the inse r t  itself because of its location behind 
the heater .  The much cooler cathode support  ( 2 5 0 " ~  in the present  
0 design compared t o  the previous 450 C)  a l s o  contributes to the d e c r e a s e  
in tempera ture  at the ups t ream end of the insert .  The cathode was 
F i g .  56. Cathode model used i n  thermal  a n a l y s i s .  
100 800 
TIP TEMPERATURE, % 
F i g .  5 7 .  Power b a l a n c e  d u r i n g  h e a t u p  b e f o r e  i g n i t i o n .  
F i g .  58. Power ba lance  khen cathode hea ted  by d i s c h a r g e .  
1.3 cm-u 
INITIAL INSERT LOCATION, 
F i g .  5 9 .  Cathode tempera ture  p r o f i l e s  p r e d i c t e d  by thermal  
model of F i g .  5 5 ,  f o r  v a r i o u s  o p e r a t i n g  c o n d i t i o n s .  
observed to s ta r t  with some difficulty with the inser t  in i t s  initial 
location, a.nd based on the temperature profile shown in Fig. 59, the 
inser t  was moved forward to  0.64 c m  from the cathode tip, thus bring- 
ing the downstream end of the inser t  to 8 5 0 ~ ~  at 55 W of heater power. 
A cathode was modified in this manner, i ~ s t a l l e d  in the EM discharge 
chamber design thruster  (SN 30 1 -A), anc? tested with thermocouples 
located a s  shown in  Fig. 60. Table 20 gives some representative 
thermal data for  both s tar tup and run conditions. Ifistallation of this 
moaification in SN 30 1 -A res tored reliable cathode ignition without 
difficulty -typically with l e s s  than 100 V keeper voltage for 60 H' of 
t ip  heater power. The subsequent EM thruster  cathode design evolved 
makes use of the cathode, radiator and heat shield configuration shown 
in Fig. 56, with the cathode inser t  located 0.64 c m  from the cathode 
tip. The cathode ~ r i f i c e  geometry was unchanked. 
2. Isolator -Vaporizer Assemblies 
Separation ~f the cathode and cathode isolator - 
vaporizer assembly was f i r s t  instituted under this program for thermal 
evaluation. Both the c a t h ~ d e  and main vaporizers a r e  now isolated 
f rom the high voltage ofthe discharge chamber by !he same isolator 
design (see  Figs. 61 and 62). These design changes were  instituted 
a s  a result  of insulator deterioration which was attributed to operation 
0 
a t  temperatures g rea te r  than 300 C and conversion of contaminants to 
semiconductors. Design featares which corrected this condition a r e  
the double, r e  -ent rant insulator coverings, removal of heaters f rom 
insulator l ine-cr - ,ight, and thermal isclation f rom the discharge 
chamber through a mounting flange of adjustable thermal conductivitv. 
After several  iterations on the tlierlnal conductivity of the tube con- 
necting the cathode and cathode isolator,  equilibrium temperatures 
shown in Table 20 were obtained at  the points monitored (sec  Fig. 60). 
For  operation in the normal tes t  environment, these temperatures 
were considered satisfactory a-ld no further modifications \ \ e r e  recom- 
mended. No measurable isolator leakage has been observed in  this 
design under this program. 
F i g .  60. S c h e m a t i c  d r a w i n g  o f  t h r u s t e r  d i s c h a r g e  
chamber showing t h e r m o c o u p l e  l o c a t i o n s  









































































































































































































































































































































































F i g .  6 1 .  Cathode i s o l a t o r - v a p o r i z e r  - assembly P / N  D1026622.  
F i g .  6 2 .  M a i n  i s o ; a t o r - v a p o r i z e r  - 
a s s e m b l y  P / N  U 1 0 2 5 2 7 5 .  
3. Neutralizer Cathode Design 
As in  the case  of the thruster  cathode, introduction of 
the flame sprayed alumina encapsulated heater design significantly 
changed the neutralizer cathode temperature distribution and required 
modification of the keeper electrode geometry to provide clearance for 
the heater lead. Fig. 63 shows the final configuration verified. The 
cathode orifice and tip thickness were fixed a t  0.0J8-cm diam and 
0. 127 cm, respectively, with keeper aper ture  diameter specified as 
0.64 cm. Cathode to keeper spacing which provided the best control 
function was 0.127 cm. When operated in  the usual control mode the 
temperature distributions shown in  Fig. 64 were obtained. With the 
inser t  located 0.95 c m  from the cathode t ip a s  shown, the temperature 
was well within the specified "safe" range, however keeper ignition on 
initial start-up was marginal if heater power was limited to 50 W 
(power processor specification). Under any circumstances, heater 
power in  excess of 75 W was found to damage the encapsulation of 
the heatex wire and relocating the inser t  0.64 c m  f rom the tip was 
recommrndec!. 
The corr~pnnent cievelopment activity under this program, a s  
discussed in this section, was directed primarily towards verifying 
specific designs o r  providing design alternatives for engineering model 
thruster  development. Except fo r  structural  qualification, these 
designs a r e  proving to be quite satisfactory a s  evaluated under the 
Endurance Test  Program (NAS 3-15523). Some components may require 
further development to improve reproducibility, s t ructural  chara c ter-  
i s t ics  o r  fabrication facility. Compcnent designs which may be identi- 
fied a s  having potential difficulties include cathode tip heaters ,  
vaporizer assemblies,  permanent magnetl iron pole assembly and the 
neutralizer assembly. These designs a r e  currently being examined 
for further improvement under the engineering model thruster  develop- 
ment programs. 
F i g .  63. Neutralizer c a : C ,  ie and modified keeper 
geometry. 
I, 3 1.5; X,,g=l.25 
I,: 1.0; Xw=l.25 
SUPPORT T.C.ON TUBE 
CATHOD 
TIP 
Fig. 64. Neutralizer t h e r m a l  profile f o r  neutralizer 
assembly. 
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VII. CO YCLUSIONS 
The 2 .5  kW 30 -cm mercury  ion th rus te r  has achieved remarkable  I 
gains in efficiency, s t ructura l  stability, and prc jected lifetime a s  a 
result  of the combined efforts of the NASA LeRC and HRL Laboratories 
under this and other associated programs.  The Low Voltage 30-cm 
T h r u s t ~ r  P rog ram (NAS 3 - 16528) provided the s t ructura l  design and 
evaluation togcther with the improved fabrication techniques neces Fary 
for advancing the hardware status to that of an engineering model. 
The Endurance Tes t  P rog ram (NAS 3-  15523) identified ear ly  fai lure 
modes which have consequently been eliminated by improved designs. 
The role and responsibility of this program in  this  combined effort 
was one of design modification evaluation. Problem a r e a s  weye identi- 
fied and solutiona were provided. Thrust  losses  resulting f rom double 
chkrged ioAad and beam ciivergence were carefully documented for the 
f i r s t  time. NASA LeF.C personnel coordinated these efforts and pro- 
vided essential  test  ana  design data f r om NASA internal  programs 
when necessary.  The principle accomplishments of this program were  
the initial evalaation and design i terat ions which insured that the proto- 
type ELM thrus ter  fabricated was capable of operation a t  the design 
specifications. As concerning this program, the initial thrus ter  
(SN 701) operated with many new component designs at  sat isfactory 
temperatures  and a total efficiency of 71% corrected for double charged 
ion and beam divergence thrus t  losses .  
A further goal of this program was to determine whether over - 
all  efficiency could be increased to 73% o r  g rea te r  through reduction 
of double charged ion thrus t  losses  by ei ther th rus te r  modifications 
o r  changes in operational techniques. While this goal was not m e t  o r  
surpassed,  several  factors heve been identified which show promise  
of mert ing this goal. Fur ther  gains a r e  anticipated by increasing the 
ion optical sys tem sc reen  t ransmiss ion (open a r ea )  and decreasing 
accelera tor  g ~ i d  transmission.  One modification of this type evaluated 
under this program prociiiced an inc rease  in propellant utilization with- 
out ar. offsetting increase  in double charged ion production, ihereby 
increasing overd! cnrrccte:! th rus te r  efficiency to 32,80Jo a t  full power. 
Another factor  which offers  a possibility for improved p e r f ~ r m a n c e  
i s  the reduction of oscillations in discharge current. These d ischarge  
cui  rent .)scillations have been 1inE.ed with ma::?etic fields in the cathode 
orif ice region and a t  lezs t  one discharge ~ c n f i ~ u r a t i o n  has been evalu- 
ated in which the oscillations were  a lmost  eliminated and the d o ~ b l e  
charged ion production was measurably  reduced. Consequently, while 
a n  important rriil-.stone in th rus te r  development has been reached 
with the development of the engineering model ~ h r u s t e r ,  worthwhile 
gains in l i fet ime and stability, i f  not efficiency, may  s t i l l  be possible 
through fur ther  investigation of the influence that these  fac tors  have 
on double charged ion production. 
Interact ions between th rus te r  and power p rocessor  were  rlot 
pursued under this program to any extent g rea te r  t h i n  necessa ry  to 
provide stable operation for t h r u s t e r s  being evaluated. 'hruster 
design modifications introduced into the E M  th rus te r  produced minimal  
impact  on the power p r Jcessor  specifications and the control sys tem 
designated under the p I! - ior  30-cm th rus te r  program (NAS 3- l-ll.iO). 
On the bas is  of operational stability and reliability observed 
in the tes ts  performed under this prograrn, the discharge cE.irriber a:~d 
ion optical sys tem components developed for the E M  th rus te r  design 
performed sat isfactori ly.  It should not be necessa ry  to modify these  
designs unless new constraints  a r e  imposedor  fabrication difficulties 
a r i s e .  
Tn summa;.;-, the work performed tinder this program comprised 
an  asso r tmen t  of advanced thrus ter  tlt.ssgn verif icat ions,  evaluations, 
and documentations. The end resul t  is an engineering model th rus te r  
which incorporates technological advances in near ly  eve ry  design 
detail .  This  was accomplia hed without significant delay o r  redirect ion 
of the programs responsible fo r  development, fabricat ion,  and st:-uc- 
tu ra l  and endurance testing of  the E M  th rus te r .  hloreovpr,  an a s s e s s -  
ment of cr i t ica l  design fea tures  was made possible by providing a back- 
ground of information con( crning both capabilities and shortcomings 
significantly 5efore the ~ r o t o t y p e  E M  t h r u s t e r  E-ardwarc was availabl?. 
On the bas is  of these a s s e s s m e n t s ,  recommended a r e a s  for  fur ther  
cov.sideration have been identified. 
APPENDIX 
DISCUSSION O F  COLLIMATED MASS SPECTROMETER 
PROBE TECHNIQUES AND DATA ANALYSIS 
This appendix presents the details of the collimated m a s s  
spectrometer ion beam probing system; including the methods of data 
acquisition and computerized analysis for  obtaining beam divergence 
and double charged ion thrust loss factors. 
A. MASS SEPARATOR 
The probe unit i s  s h u m  in Fig. 65 and schematically in Fig. 6G. 
It consists of a collimator, an E x B separator section, a drif t  tube. a 
separation aperture,  and a collector. In o rde r  to focus on a sufficiently 
small  a r ea  of the accelerator grid, a collimator with a n  acceptt.nce 
0 half angle of 0.3 was chosen. Thus, a t  an axial distance of 38 cm the 
2 probe viewing a r e a  is 0.132 cm . The magnetic field is provided by a 
small  1400 G permanent magnet. The e lectr ic  field platcs a r e  perpen- 
dicular and equal in  length to the magnetic poles. The location of m a s s  
separator in relation to  the thruster  is shown in Fir,. 67, where 8 is 
the probe angle reiative to  the beam axis, and r is the thruster  r a d d  
position. both the angular and radial positions of the probe a r e  main- 
ta:-ed with the use of stepper motors. A typical probe output t race  is 
shown in Fig. 68; where the collector current i s  plotted a s  a function 
of voltage applied to  the E. -field deflection plates. 
B. DATA ACQUISITION TECiINIQUE 
A data scan i s  taker. by fixing the dispersion angle, 8, and 
measuring a t  a number f ~ f  thruster radial positions, T, the single and 
t double ion probe collector currents  i . n d  it+. These measurements 
a r e  then repeated for a number of different angles. The data a r e  
collected on p p e r  t a ~ e  which furnishes direct  input into the computer. 

ELECTRON SUPPRESSOR 
3.66 on "viA cZDFRNRE, 
E x t M A S  SEPARATOR 1 L- 5.0 m -A L-- DRIFT SPACE I 7.6cm-11.5an- 
COLL'MATOR WITH 
0.0254 an DIA APERTURE 
Fig. 66.  Ex0 mass s e p a r a t o r  p r o b e  s c h e m a t i c .  
-- 
F i g .  6 7 .  T h r u s t e r  and mass s e p a r a t o r  p o s i t i o n  i n  vacuum 
f a c i l i t y .  
DEFLECTION VOLTAGE, Vd, V 
F i g .  6 8 .  Charge-species separator output trace 
( I g  = 2.0 A ,  V D  = 4 2  V ) .  
In the  deveiopment  of the compute;. p r o g r a m  f o r  da t a  ana lys i s ,  
one of the prirnbr)- object ives  w a s  to  u s e  the min imum number  of da t a  
points subjec t  t o  the consLraint tha t  the a c c u r a c y  of the reduced  d a t a  
should be a t  l e a s t  comparab le  to  that  of the r a w  ana l \ -zer  probe  da t a  
(est inl3ted 3 to 5%). By minimizing the da t a  col lect ion t i m e  i t  w a s  
ensu red  that  the t h r u s t e r  apera t ing  conditions would r e m a i n  as cons tan t  
&s possible  during the da ta  s can ,  and a l s o  r e l i eve  the s p e r a t o r  of the 
t ime-consuming t a sk  of taking m o r e  da t a  than w a s  reall)-  neces sa ry .  
In t hese  ini t ia l  exper iments .  a n u r n h ~ ~  of $cans with a di f fe ren t  num-  
b e r  of da ta  points w e r e  run and  i t  was  found that  four  equallb- spaced  
r values and seven  equal1)- spaced  8 values w e r e  n e a r  opt imum. A 
l a r g e r  number  of r  da t a  points produced essent ia l l l -  the s a m e  r e s u l t s  
while a s m a l l e r  number  produced discont inuous sppea r ing  cu rves .  
While s ix  values of 8 fo r  each  r value was  usual1)- sat isfactor)- ,  s even  
w e r e  be t te r  f o i  g r i d s  with l a r g e r  d i spe r s ions .  'The f ina l  technique 
choser. and used  in  a l l  the c a s e s  d i scussed  below was  to  use  four  r 
values and se\-en 6 values resu l t ing  i n  a to ta l  of 56 data  points  p e r  run  
(28 each  for  it and iAL).  
c. DATA\ ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION 
As desc r ibed  above: the expe r imen ta l  da t a  r e p r e s e n t s  the 
angular  c u r r e n t  dis t r ibut ion.  i  (e), m e a s u r e d  in  t he  ve r t i ca l  plane 
emanat ing f r o m  four  e lementa l  a c c e l  a r e a s  on the ve r t i ca l  r ad ius  of 
the a c c e i e r  :'.:r s r i d .  Each of the four  s e t s  of i,!8) and i  (8) da t a  ++ 
points arc- in tegra ted  ove r  8 to  obtain the total  J + ( r )  and J++(r)  c u r r e n t  
dens i t ies  a t  t hese  four  rad ia l  positions.  B?- integrat ing the J and  J++ t 
c u r r e n t  dens i t i e s  o v e r  the a c c e l  g r id  the total  c u r r e n t  f luxes I  and  I++ 
t 
a r e  obtained which a r e  used fo r  calculat ing the th rus t  and  m a s s  u t i l i za-  
tion co r r ec t ion  f ac to r s  a and p, wh~~1.t: 
Thrust  Corrected for H + + 
a = -Computed from Measured Beam t u r r e n t  and Voltage 
Ionized Propellant Flowrate - 
- I t  + i =++ 
' Measured Propellant Flowrate I t  + I++ 
Similarly, the total thrust  factor is found by current  weighting the 
elemental thrust  factor found by calculating the average cos 0 a t  each 
of the four radial positions. The detailed calculations a r e  described 
below. All these calculations assume axial symmetry both about the 
elemental a r e a s  and about the thruster center line. The program f i r s t  
reads  in the input data generated on paper tape. Each of the seven 
lines of data i s  preceded by a line number. Each line has  eight data 
points (four i and four i ) which corres;>ond to a particular angle and + ++ 
four equally spaced radial positions (at r = 0, 114 ro, 112 ro, and 
'314 r where ro = 14.5 cm). The program assumes the seven theta 
0 
0 
values a r e  taken 5 apar t  and the minimum theta value must be typed 
in far  each run. The program then plots out the input data. Since the 
actual data points a r e  plotted, i t  is easy to detect a bad data point 
which occasionally occurs  i f  the thruster a r c s  repeatedly during a data 
scan. After plotting the data, the program numerically evaluates the 
followirg integrals corresponding to the radial positions a t  r = 0, 
114 ro ,  112 ro, and 314 ro: 
u 
rnin m i n  
F o r  t hese  calculat ions,  the integrat ion l i m i t s  8 and  emin a r e  the 
m ax 
0 
max imum and min imum da ta  angles ,  plus 15 and  minus  15O, r e s p e c -  
tivell-. At these  end-points the c u r r e n t s  a r e  s e t  equal  to  ze ro .  T . ~ e s e  
in t eg ra l s  a r e  numer ica l ly  evaluated by multiplying the i(8) a t  the mid -  
point of e a c h  in te rva l  b\- the width. Between da t a  points  the n u m e r i c a l  
integrat ion rout ine eva lua tes  the i (8)  function by a second o r d e r  i n t e r -  
polation routine. Th i s  s imp le  method desc r ibed  above was  iound to  
give r e s u l t s  which a g r e e d  c lose ly  with much  m o r e  e l abo ra t e  l i b r a r y  
rout ines  using e i the r  Simpson o r  Legendre  in tegra t ion  which w e r e  t r i ed  
in  the ini t ia l  p r o g r a m  checkout phases .  The  va lues  f o r  t h e s e  twelve 
in t eg ra l s  (four each  f o r  Jt, J++  and TFAC) a r e  pr in ted  out on a t e m -  
p o r a r y  f i le  which can  be in tegra ted  a t  the teletype. Note that  the t h r u s t  
f ac to r  TFAC (r)  defined above i s  a n  e l emen ta l  value and m u s t  be  c u r -  
r en t  weighted to find a n  a v e r a g e  value fo r  the t h r u s t e r s .  
The  total  c u r r e n t  beam profi le  J ( r )  is gene ra t ed  t?>- adding a t  tot  
each  r, the single and double c u r r e n t  dens i t i e s  d e s c r i b e d  above. This  
profi le  a long wrti. s i m i l a r  ones  fo r  J ( r )  and  J++ (r)  a r e  plotted and  t 
numerical l ) -  in tegra ted  (using the s a m e  method as d e s c r i b e d  ~ o o v e )  a s  
follows: 
Jmax TFAC ( r )  Jtot (r) 2 .r r d r  
TFAC = - - 
For  these integrations the current densities a r e  se t  equal to zero a t  
r = 14.5 cm and a second order  interpolation routine i s  used to eval- 
0 
uate the current density between data points. For  the TFAC (r)  a 
linear extrapolation between the 112 r and 314 r radial positions i s  
0 0 
used for TFAC (ro). 
The a and efficiency factors a r e  calculated a s  follows: 
A summary of these efficiencl- factors,  the total thrust  factor, and the 
ratio of the total double current to the total current  i s  printed out on a 
file which can be interrogated a t  the teletype. 
D. RESULTANT COMPUTER OUTPUT 
The computer generated plots using experimental data a r e  
shown in Figs. 69 and 70. The plotted analyzer data points versus  
theta a r e  shown in  Fig. 68 for both the single- and double-ionized 
current components. These data show the grid i s  well compensated 
since the current peaks close to the 8 = 0 line. The synthesized 
-1 5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 
THETA, D E G R E E  
F i ? .  69. C c m p u t e r  g e n e r a t e d  p l o t  o f  m e a s u r e d  yxg a n a l y z e r  
p r o b e  c u r r e n t s  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e t a  f o r  R = 0, 
3 . 6 2 ,  7 . 2 5 ,  a n d  10.87 till. 
RADIAL POSITION, a 
F i g .  7 0 .  C u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  f o r  t o t a l  s i n g l e -  and 
. d o u b l e - i o n i z e d  c u r r e n t  components a t  t h e  a c c e l -  
e r a t o r  g r i d  as g e n e r a t e d  by computer  a n a l y s i s  o f  
mass s p e c t r o m e t e r  d a t a  o b t a i n e d  i n  a  30 ctn 
t h r u s t e r  beam. (IB = 2 . 0  A ) .  
current density profi les shown in Fig. 70 show the typical behavior 
alwaj-s observed in which che double-ionized current  component peaks 
on the axis and drops rapidly a s  the beam edge is approached. For  
these current density p ~ o f i l e s  the negative r portion of the curve was 
generated by simply reflecting the positive half, As mentioned above, 
the probe only scans one radius of the grid s o  any nonaxially sym- 
metr ic  thruster behavior would resul t  in  erroneous computed results .  
A computer print-out of the summarized data for this case i s  shown in 
Table 21. This data shows the calculated value for :he rat io of the 
double ion current to the total current ,  the thrust  and m a s s  utilization 
correction factors and a tabulation of the integrated angular current 
densities and the elemental thrust-factors for the four radial positions. 
E. TEST CASE USING IDEALIZED DATA 
In order  to verify the inherent accuracy of the computer program 
an idealized situation was considered in which all  the derived parame-  
t e r s  could be calculated in closed form. The input data for this tes t  case  was 
calculated b y  assuming a gaussian distribution for the doubly and singly 
charged angular current  distributions and a cosine distribution for the 
total current  density profiles. In addition, the amplitude of the doubly 
charged angular current  distriF.dion was assumed to be exactly half the 
singly charged distribution for a l l  r positions to produce a theoretical 
ratio of total double ion current to total current of exactly one third. 
The functicnal forms assumed a r e  shown below where A = 0 .8  and 
0 
OO 
= 5' for a l l  radii. 











































































































































































































































































































Note that the above ampli tudes vary with r a s  cos  ~ / 2  ( r / r  ) and were  
0 
chosen in o r d e r  to produce a cosine distr ibution for  the total  cu r ren t  
density profiles.  The input da ta  f o r  this case  is shown in Table 21. 
The calculated profi les  using the iqput da ta  c '  Table 21 is 
shown in Figs.  71 and 72. Note that reconst ructed  curves  appear 
gaussian a s  would be  expected. Similariy the total c u r r e n t  profi les  a r e  
smooth cosine curves.  
Equations 1 and 2 become using eqs.  9 and 13. 
F. THEORETICAL CALCULATION 
We will now independent1~- calculate a l l  the r e su l t s  shown in 
Table 21 by using the mathemat ica l  proper t ies  of the functions frcxn 
which the input data was generated. 
1. Angular Cur ren t  qistr ibution Integrals  
-. 
1 Using the tabulated proper t ies  of the gauss ian  e r r o r  
function, i. e .  , 
(Y 
1 2  
exp ( - y x  ) d x  = fi 
l ~ u r i n ~ t o n  "Handbook of Mathematical Tables and ~ o r r n o l a s t l  
F i g .  71 .  Computer genera ted  p l o t  f o r  i d e a l i z e d  case u s i n g  
a n g u l a r  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  w i t h  gaussian t h e t a  
dependence. 
RADIAL POSITION, car 
F i g .  7 2 .  Computer genera ted  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  p r o f i l e s  f o r  
t o t a l  s i n g l y -  and doubly-charged c u r r e n t  compo- 
nents  a t  t h e  a c c e l e r a t o r  g r i d .  Curves were gen- 
e r a t e d  us ing  i d e a l i z e d  d a t a .  
Numerically since Bo = 5O and A, = 0.8 
Using eqs. 10 through 12 
Comparing these exact calculations with the computer generated 
values shown in Table 21, we see that for all cases the agreement is  
good to the third decimal point. 
2. Thrust  Factor  Calculation 
Because for  this idealized case ail radii  have the s ame  
theoretical thrust  factor you need only calculate one. U s i ~ g  eqs. 14 
and 3, the thrust factor a t  any radius is 
Q 
TFAC (r)  =L Ae - 
Since a standard integral  form is 
we have, using eqs. 14, 19, and 20 
Since 0 = 5O = 0.03726 radian 
0 
1 \ 2 -0.003807 TRAC (r) = exp (- ( 0.087) = e 
Again the agreement is excellent since the cor?lputcr prsgi.c~iii cdicu- 
lated 0.996 for a l l  radii  and for the total thrust  factor. 
3. Total Current Integrals and Efficiency Factors 
Inspection of the r dependence for the singly and doubly 
charged current densities in eqs. 15 through 18 show the expected 
cos ( m i 2  r / r  ) radio dependence. The total singly charged current 
0 
assuming axial symmetry and a cosine distributions is given by 
Using the standard form 
1 X 
x c o s a x d x  = ~ c o s  z x  t - s i n a x  
a 
a 
Equation 22 becomes 
and numerically, 
Comparing the latter two with the computer generz'ed values shown in 
Table 21 we see the agreemeni is within about 0.6%. 
The ratio of total I++ current to the total current is 
Using eqs. 7 and 8 
which agree exactly with the computer calculations. 
Since all  the theoretical results agree within a fraction of a 
percent to the computer generated calculations, we can confidently use 
this program knowing that any e r r o r  introduced is negligibly small 
compared to the expected experimental e r rors .  
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